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A. FIVE YEAR AWARD SPECIAL

March 23, 1994 is the five-year anniversary of the
announcement of the discovery of the production and control
of nuclear reactions in anelectrochemical cell. On that date in
1989,Drs.StanleyPonsandMartinFleischmann,against their
better judgement, agreed to a press conference, called by
officials ofthe Universityof Utah, to announce some ofthe
results of "Project F."

InMarch, 1990, Dr. Robert L. Park, a staff person with the
American Physical Society, proclaimed that the meeting was
awake beingheld bya fewtrue believers to observe thelast
twitchings of a dying corpse. Of all of the scientific
observationsever grandly bestowed to amisled public, this
comment has proven to be the most ridiculous.

Obviously,Dr. Park will notbe among the recipients ofthe
annual awards given to the "Fusion Scientist of the Year" by
Fusion Facts. In past years, this award has been given to Drs.
Stanly Pons and Martin Fleischmann (January, 1990); Drs.
Bor Yann Liaw and Bruce Liebert (January, 1991); Drs.
Randell Mills, Robert Bush, and Robert Eagleton (January,
1992), and to Drs. YanKucherov, Alexander Karabut, and
Irina Savvatimova (January, 1993). The press of papers from
the Maui, Hawaii, ICCF-4, filled our December, 1993 and
January, 1994 issues. Therefore, March, 1994 was chosen
as the award announcement monthto coincide with the
fiveyears ofsteady progress inthe development ofcold
fusion (and to the consternation of the pathological
skeptics.)

"Cold fusion is dead!" annually cry the pathological skeptics.
"Wolf!",too often, cried the lonelyshepherd boy. One was
eaten by wolves, the others defused byreality. Inonecase, the
shepherd boy was lost, in the other a world-improving
discoverywasabandonedby theverygroup that is paid to find
new, renewable sources of energy. To both, we award the
"Flying Pig Award"*. One for immaturity. The other for
dollar-grant-threatening apoplexy induced by cold fusion.
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* The "Flying Pig Award" was suggested by Dr. Edmund Storms in
honor of those who believed that pigs would fly before cold fusion was
real.

Thevocal andperennial skeptics arenowinhot water for their
masterful ability to avoid theacceptance of anewscience. For
failure toaccept reality, for studied indifference tohundreds of
successful experiments, long may they simmer!

B. SPACE ENERGY - PEER REVIEWED
By Hal Fox

[In our quest to report on enhanced energy systems in addition to cold
fusion, the following information, adapted from New Energy News,
February, 1994, is presented. Ed.]

The waythe various institutions of science are structured, it is
important to workwithin thesystem to successfully introduce
new scientific theories and facts. That is what Dr. Harold E.
Puthoff has gently accomplished over the past few years. As
shownbyMoray King [1] othershave been involved in this
task and have contributed over 300 peer-reviewed articles to
the scientific literature.

Experimentalevidenceprecedes theory. Theories that seemto
explain the experiments, the use of the theory to predict new
experiments, andnewexperimental datanormally follownew
discoveries. So that scientists everywhere can have access to
both new data and new theories, papers are submitted, peer-
reviewed and published.

The peers (thosescientistswhoaresufficiently well-trained in
a particular discipline) help maintain the integrity of the
system by correcting errors before they are published and by
preventing thepublicationofobviousscientificnonsense. The
peer-review system sometimes fails, as in the case of cold
fusion. In these cases the new truth is neither
recognized nor accepted because for such new science
there are few peers.

The concept of an energetic space is a relatively new one.
Originally, an ether was theorized to explain how light can
travel from the sun to the earth. Later the Michelson-Morley
experiments showedthat light traveledat thesamespeed in the
direction of earth's travel as perpendicular to earth's travel in
itsorbit around thesun. Oneexplanationfor this experimental
evidence (which became dogma) was todeny theexistence of
an ether. Alternative explanations were ignored.

AfterEinstein'sSpecialTheoryofRelativity, thedevelopment
andacceptanceofquantumdynamics (whichbegan to explain
many heretofore unresolved mysteries of our physical
universe), led to themathematical prediction of eithera real or
avirtual (onlya mathematicalconcept)energetic ether. Some

of thespace energy concepts date back to the work of Casimir
in 1948. Casimir explained that the force that exists between
two closely-spaced, conducting, parallel plates is the result of
space energypushing the plates together (from the outside)as
the close spacing ruled out an interior opposing force of
electromagnetic radiation for wavelengths less than half the
spacingbetween theplates. Therefore, thecloser theplates the
stronger the Casimir force. Thus a possible real (not virtual)
ether began to explain some factors of observed reality.

THE WORK OF DR. HAROLD E. PUTHOFF

Experimental data available to Hal Puthoff led him to believe
that there was an energetic ether, and that it could be tapped.
By basing his theoretical physics carefully on the previous
peer-reviewed literature (some of whichbrought Nobel prize
nominations to his older fellow scientists), Puthoff has
developed a carefully constructed peer-reviewed basis for
spaceenergy. Here is the chronological history of his most
important publications:

Ina peer-reviewed paper published in May, 1987, Puthoff
extended the concept of an energetic space to explain that the
ground state of the hydrogen atom (the lowest energy level of
the electronorbiting the hydrogen nucleus) was a dynamic
equilibrium between the energy emitted by the orbiting
electron and energy received from "zero-point
fluctuations of the background vacuum
electromagnetic field." This theoryexplains the paradox of
how an electron can emit energy while circulating around the
atomic nucleus and yet not spiral into the nucleus (a major
unresolveddifficulty with the Bohr model of the atom.) The
highly successful equations of quantum dynamics predict an
energetic space (virtual or real.) In addition to working in
harmony with quantum dynamics, Puthoff accomplished
something equally asclever. He cites the literature to show
that stochastic electrodynamics (SED) had been used to help
insolving some of the equations or expressions of quantum
mechanics. In other words, Puthoff was able to use classical
physical concepts to develop his mathematical proof.
Specifically, formuchofhisworkhecanbasehisequationson
Newton's laws of motion without having to start with
relativistic laws of motion.

The conclusions of this important paper by Puthoff are
(paraphrased by me) that the stable ground state of the
hydrogen atom is a by-product of the concept of an energetic
space. This paper extended the number of quantum
phenomenathat have yielded to classical analysis (which is
understandableto moreprofessional scientists than are the
moredifficult concepts ofquantum dynamics.) In addition,
this paper also provided deep insight into the roleof space
energyin stabilizing all matter. Puthoff states, "Finally,
it is seen thatawell-defined,precisequantitativeargument can
be made that the ground state of the hydrogen atom is defined
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byadynamic equilibrium in which collapse of the [ground]
state is prevented by thepresence ofzero-point fluctuations of
the electromagnetic field. This carries with it the attendant
implication that thestabilityofmatter itself is largelymediated
byZPF phenomena in the manner described here, a concept
that transcends the usual interpretation of the role and
significance of zero-point fluctuations of the vacuum
electromagnetic field."

ONWARD TO GRAVITY

In March, 1988, Puthoff submitted a second article to
PhysicalReview [3]. Puthoff begins by reviewing the peer-
reviewed publications, especially six attempts to explain
gravity. He cites a 1967 model by the famous Russian
physicist, Andrey D. Sakharov (who was awarded the 1975
Nobel Prize for Peace), in which Sakharov suggests that
gravitation is nota fundamental interactionat all, but rather an
induced effect brought about by changes in the "quantum-
fluctuation energy of the vacuum when matter is present."

Puthoff explores the model suggested by Sakharov in a
straight-forward mathematical treatment using previously
published results of ZPF models of van der Waals and related
effects in flat (ascontrasted toEinsteiniancurved)space-time.
Puthoff shows that the Zitterbewegung motion (a type of
random oscillation of a particle) is related to the internal
particle energy that is identified with the rest-mass energy of
aparticle. It is this mass that is shown to be involved in the
gravitational interaction. Puthoff assumes that the
gravitational and rest masses are identical and can be equated
to obtainacutoff frequency (of the ZPF) which satisfies the
Sakharov condition. This cutoff frequency can be inverted (a
mathematical process) to give the well-known gravitational
constant. Next Puthoffconsiders the interactionbetween two
masses with the assumption that the average force acts along
the axis joining the twomasses. Some equations later,Puthoff
shows that the resultscanbeexpressed in the formofNewton's
law with no adjustable parameters required (even the
Gravitational Constant has been derived.)

In his Discussion section, Puthoff finds, "The fact that
gravitational interaction is characterizedbya unipolar [single-
valued] charge (mass) can be traced to a positive only
kinetic energy basis for the mass parameter." Puthoff
continues, "The lackof shielding effects in gravitycan also be
comprehended ona rationalbasis. As understoodhere [in this
paper], this is a consequence of the fact that ZPF noise
(quantumnoise) ingeneral cannot be shielded, a factor which
in other contexts sets a lower limit on the detectability of
electromagnetic signals."

Finally, Puthoff notes, "Assuming that the model is a
proper representation of the gravitational attraction,
the already

unified aspect of the model would seem to mitigate
against canonical attempts at unification of gravity as
a separateforce." In my terminology: We no longer need
to search for aGUT (Grand Unifying Theory), Puthoff has
provided it for usby showing thatgravity isa byproduct of the
electromagnetic space energy!

ON TO THE SOURCE OF SPACE ENERGY

Puthoffnext addressesthe issue of the source of Zero-Point
Energy (which is a misnomer and is better replaced by the
concept of an all-pervading space energy.) In a paper
published byPhysical Review A in November,1989,Puthoff
explains the source of ZPE [4]. Puthoff states that Nature
provides two choices for an explanation: Either ZPE exists as
a boundary condition of the universe or by the quantum-
fluctuation motion of charged particles that constitute
matter.

Using "straightforward calculations", Puthoff shows with 30
equationsthat thespectrumofelectromagneticenergyfromthe
motionofchargedparticles isapproximately the right value to
account for the dynamic-generation process to produce the
ZPE field (or space energy.) This energy-generation process
as defined is of fundamental importance because this total
process and energy field can explain atomic stability,
gravitation, and the Casimir and van der Waals effects.

TAPPING SPACE ENERGY

The next logical question to be explored by Puthoff (aided by
Daniel C.Cole of IBM) is the concept of whether the vacuum
ofspace at zero degreesKelvin (in other words,no thermal
energy to utilize) can give up energy. In a paper published in
August, 1993, the authors show that, in principle, energy can
be extracted from vacuum energy (space energy) [5].

Thispaperconcludes that, in principle, systems canbe defined
that can either generate heator perform workusing"vacuum"
energy. The paper does not address the issue of a practical
method of energy or heat extraction.

EXPLAINING INERTIA!

Inertia,we are taught, is the propertyofmatter such that when
at rest, a mass tends to remain at rest or when in motion, tends
to remain in motion unless actedupon byan outside force.
First recognized by Galileo (c. 1638) and more formally
defined by Newton (c. 1687), inertia has never been
adequately explained, until now. This mystery was
somewhatexplainedbyMach(c.1883)whose"principle"was
that inertia is a function of the cosmic distribution of all
matter. Now Puthoff and two friends (Bernhard Haisch of
LockheedandAlfonsoRuedaofCaliforniaStateUniversityat
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Long Beach) have explained this centuries old mystery [6].
With a rigorous mathematical development, these authors
show (usingover 100equations) that the bulk of the inertial
effectcomesfromtheveryhighfrequency componentsof the
zero-point electromagnetic fluctuations. Read about this
historic development in the words of Dr. Harold E.Puthoff in
the following paragraphs.

Inertia, Mach's Principle, and Fluctuations of the
Vacuum
by Harold E. Puthoff

You are standing on a train in the station. As the
train leaves the platform with a jerk, you could be
thrown to the floor. What is this force that would
knock you down, seemingly coming out of the
nowhere?

Although oft-experienced at a mundane level, the
above phenomenon, which we conveniently label
as inertia and go on about our physics, is a subtle
feature of the structure of the universe that has
perplexed generations of physicists from Newton
to Einstein. Since in the above example the
sudden disquieting imbalance results from
acceleration "relative to the fixed stars," in its
most provocative form one could say that it was
the stars that delivered the punch. This key
feature was emphasized by the Austrian physicist
and philosopher of science Ernst Mach, and is
known as Mach's Principle. Nonetheless, the
mechanism by which the stars might do this deed
has eluded convincing explication - - until now.

Addressing this issue in a paper entitled "Inertia
as a Zero-Point Lorentz Force" [6], researchers
Bernhard Haisch of the Lockheed Research
Laboratory in Palo Alto, California, Alfonso Rueda
of California State University at Long Beach,
California, and Harold Puthoff [the author] of the
Institute for Advanced Studies at Austin in Texas,
trace the problem of inertia and its connection to
Mach's Principle to properties of the vacuum
itself, specifically its zero-point fluctuations. In a
sentence, although a uniformly moving body does
not experience a drag force from the vacuum
fluctuations (the spectrum is Lorentz-invariant),
an accelerated body meets a resistance (force)
proportional to the acceleration, the constant of
proportionality is defined as the inertial mass m,
and the results leads to Newton's Second Law, F
= ma.

The vacuum fluctuations also provide the missing
link with regard to Mach's Principle. Mach's
Principle states that since accelerated motion
would appear to be devoid of meaning in the
absence of surrounding matter, the local property
of inertia must somehow be a function of the
cosmic distribution of all other matter. The link
is that it is the cosmic distribution of matter, via
radiation

processes associated with the quantum
fluctuations in that matter, that has been shown to
be the source of the local vacuum field
fluctuations. (See for example, Where Does the
Zero-Point Energy Come From?" [7]. Thus, the
quantum fluctuations of distant matter structure
the local, Lorentz-invariant, vacuum-fluctuation
frame of reference, and acceleration relative to
this frame results in the retarding force that we
label inertia.

The implications of this discovery are far-
reaching. As an example, since inertial and
gravitational masses are known empirically to be
identical in magnitude, this study provides further
support for a concept due originally to Sakharov,
and further explored by Puthoff [3], that
gravitational effects in general, and gravitational
mass in particular, also derive from vacuum-
fluctuation-driven phenomena. Further, light is
shed on concepts as fundamental as the
conservation of energy. A particle set into motion
by the application of a force, for example, can be
seen in terms of work being done against the
vacuum fluctuations during particle acceleration
which is then returned from the vacuum during
the inverse deceleration process - a new view of
the concept of the transformation of kinetic
energy into another form. Again, as in the recent
d iscover ies in cav i ty QED (quantum
electrodynamics) wherein the restructuring of
vacuum states has been shown to lead to
changes in atomic parameters formerly thought to
be immutable (such as spontaneous emission
rates), there is the possibility (at least in
principle) that inertial and gravitation masses can
also be similarly affected.

Probably the most important aspect, however, of
the discovery of the intimate connection between
inertia and the vacuum fluctuations is that the
number of independent physical concepts upon
which the structure of modern theory is built is
reduced by one, thereby providing yet another
step inour attempt to develop a coherent, unified
view of the structure of the physical universe.

[End of Dr. Puthoff's explanation.]

Perhaps more important to the readers of this article is the
concept that ifwe can learn tomodify spaceenergy,weshould
be ableto modify or control inertia and gravity. Thus, this
series of enormously important peer-reviewed papers
(especially this last paper) provides us with a better
understanding of the physics of matter and energy.
This enhanced perception removes the barrier to
scientific communication that has prevented the
understanding and acceptance of the works of such
stalwarts as dePalma, Tewari, Inomata, and Robert
Adams.
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SUMMARY

Althoughmany inventors, engineers, andscientists have been
personally convinced of the reality of space energy, it has
taken thededicated and ingeniousefforts of Puthoff and his
colleagues to get the message into the scientific literature. By
careful and brilliant theorizing, coupled with strong
mathematical expertise,buttressed by a thorough knowledge
ofthe peer-reviewed published literature, Puthoff et al. have
won an important victory in search of truth and knowledge.

We will now be pleased to follow the remaining battles in the
warfor theacceptance of space energy. The scientists who
have accepted and taught physical science, including the 90-
year old denial of an energetic ether, now have a challenge to
meet. Theymust either ignore, refute,or accept this important
paper. A somewhat similar battle has been raging around the
discovery of cold nuclear fusion (Pons-Fleischmann,
UniversityofUtah,March1989announcement.) However, in
the case ofspace energy, there does notappear to bea well-
funded,entrenchedgroupofscientific lobbyistsoranyspecific
projectthat would compete withthis newunderstanding of
inertia and of spaceenergy. It would be a clever strategy
for federal-dollar-hungry university researchers and
for aerospace scientists to quickly make proposals to
various government agencies on methods of influencing
or controlling zero-point energy fluctuations.

The battle for recognition of space energy has been won, the
waris not over, peace has not been declared. However, like
cold fusion, this intellectual achievement cannot be
purchased and shelved.

Note: It is strongly suggested that cold fusion theorists look
carefully at the effects of aspaceenergypervading a metal
crystallattice, and its effect on the Coulomb barrier. Julian
Schwinger and Robert Bass have already partially addressed
this issue. [see column for reviews of Bass's latest work.]
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C. NEWS FROM THE U.S.

CALIFORNIA - SPIN POLARIZATION
ENHANCEMENT

Robert W.Bass, "MagneticEnhancementof theFleischmann-
PonsDeuterium Fusion and BushCold Alkali Fusion (CAF)
& LANT Processes by Spin Polarization," submitted for
publication in the ICCF-4 Proceedings.

EDITOR'S SUMMARY

Bass summarizes the Pons-Fleischmanndiscovery and the
imputed production of 4He by deuterium fusion; the
measurement of 4He by Miles et al.; and the production of
large amounts of 4He in a Palladium cathode by Bockris et al.
He thensummarizes theworkofBushandEagletonusing light
water and the transmutation of alkali elements by proton (or
deuteron capture). Bass, having reviewed the achievements,
asks howthe effect can bescaled up to higher power levels.
Bass reviews some of theresonance-related theories of cold
fusion; cites potential applications to stabilizing radioactive
elements; and presents a simplified summary of the Bush
LANT(LatticeAssistedNuclearTransmutation)process.Bass
then proposes and discusses the magnetic enhancement of
resonance-related nuclear reactions by the use of spin
polarization techniques. As is well known in the case of DT
reactions in hot fusion reactors, aligning the nuclear spins of
D &T increases reaction rates. Bass suggestsa technique that
could be expected to double the aneutronic excess heat
produced by cold fusion reactors.

CALIFORNIA - MADELUNG SERIES FOR C.F.

RobertW. Bass,"A Closed-Form Expressionfor aGeneric
Madelung Series," submittedfor publication in theICCF-4
Proceedings, Hawaii.
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EDITOR'S SUMMARY

If charged particles, such as deuterons, are distributed
uniformly throughout ametal lattice, a combinedelectrostatic
force is produced that can strongly affect the Coulomb force
(see Dick, "Madelung Constant", in McGraw-Hill
Encyclopedia of Physics, 2ndEd., page 723.) In this paper,
Bassdevelopsaone-dimensionalmodelofaPdDlatticewhere
the Pd/D ratio = 1. Bass then discusses the difficulty of
computing the results of the slowly-converging Madelung
constant. However, he presents a simplification and then
carriesout thecalculations for 44steps (corresponding to a
lineofPd-D-Pd-Dcombinationsof44pairs). Thiscalculation,
asdescribed, attains an accuracyof 17decimal points in 44
steps. This expression is used by Bass in other papers toshow
that using the concept of resonance, the probability of fusion
of deuterons in a "loaded" metal lattice can approach 1.

CALIFORNIA - ANEUTRONIC CF EXPERIMENT

Robert W. Bass (Sci. Adv. Board, ENECO, Inc., SaltLake
City, UT), "Proposed Nuclear Physics Experiment to
Conclusively Demonstrate & Explain Aneutronic Cold
Fusion," submitted forpublication in the ICCF-4Proceedings.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

The protocol of the proposed experiment makes only two
plausibleassumptions: (1)CONSERVATIONOFBARYON
NUMBER;and(2) that if three identically-prepareddeuteron
beams of mean energy Ecrit eV are injected into three
identically- prepared thin frozen samples of fully loaded beta
phase PdD1.0 lattices, for times of duration T, 2T, 3T, then
the same percentage of deuterons will be wasted in each
case (i.e. reflected or not entrant perpendicular to a plane of
theembeddedD-lattice): morespecifically, if aTOTALofNT,
2NT, 3NT deuterons are injected in each case, then almost
exactly N, 2N, 3N deuterons will enter the lattice
perpendicular to a lattice plane, where N is not predicted (but
N < NT).

TheDESIDERATUM is to demonstrate in comparison to a
non-irradiated control sample the creation of O, N, 2N, 3N
AlphaParticles fromLOWENERGYaneutronic fusionof O,
2N,4N,6Nstatic-target (nearzero-point energy-level) bound
deuterons, ataKineticEnergyCostofalmostexactlyO,NEcrit
eV, 2NEcrit eV,3NEcrit eV plus unpredicted but proportionate
wasted energy (which can be measured). If the experiment is
performed and for ANY low-energy (say, less than 20eV)
value of Ecrit eV attains the stipulated desideratum, i.e. the
number of Alpha Particles created is incontrovertibly
proportional to the beamDOSE, then the empirical reality of
ColdFusionwillhavebeenconclusivelyDEMONSTRATED.
However, it will not have been conclusively EXPLAINED.

The purpose of this paper, besides advocating this novel
experiment, is to present the first orthodox
quantum-mechanical treatment of low-energy penetrability
of the `Coulomb Barrier,' by Resonant

Transmission in a deuterium lattice, which includes
quantitative estimates (by the WKB approximation) of the
minimum value ofEcrit (below which Nis tangibly reduced),
and to provethat to a first approximation this value is about
Ecrit = 6.3 eV.Alternative versions ofthe experiment would
replace thedeuteronbeamby ahigh-intensity fluxofcoherent
monochromaticultraviolet rays providing photons of energy
Ecrit, and also Fleischmann-Pons electrochemical-cell
calorimetry experiments in which the voltage driving the
deuteron current through the palladium cathode is set just
below, just at, and just above Ecrit eV.

CALIFORNIA - MADELUNG DEPRESSES
COULOMB FORCES

Robert W. Bass (Sci. Adv.Board, ENECO, Inc., Salt Lake
City, UT), " Proof That Madelung Forces Predict the
SchwingerRatioCorrectly&ThatTheyDrasticallyAttenuate
Coulomb Singularities in Lattices,"manuscript of 14 pages,7
refs, 4 figs.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Recently I derived a simple infinite series expression for the
Madelungforcesonalooselyboundchargedparticle,assumed
oscillating in a stable potential well and surrounded on both
sides (in a one-dimensional approximation) by rigidly bound
particles of the same sign,whose aggregate electrical charge
is rendered effectively neutral by intervening oppositely
charged particles. In order to check the validity of my theory,
I have used it to compute the Schwinger Ratio for a
supersaturated ("beta phase") deuteron lattice inside a
palladiumlattice, wherethe ratio is known accurately from

cold-fusion-relevant experimental data.

Elsewhere I have defined the Schwinger Ratio=L/as the
ratio of the lattice periodic length L to the mean-square
oscillation amplitudeof a quantized harmonic oscillator, at
zero-point energy level, as an approximation to the particle's
meansquare vibration amplitude in the latticeata temperature
of zero Kelvins.

The theory presented below predicts22.3; themeasured
result is 28.2, and this relatively good agreement
(considering the approximation made in replacing a truly
anharmonic oscillator by a harmonic oscillator) lends
confidence to the theory.
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CALIFORNIA - PENETRATE COULOMB
BARRIER PROOF

RobertW.Bass (Sci.Ad.Board,ENECO,Inc.,SaltLakeCity,
UT), "Proof that Zero-point Fluctuationsof Bound Deuterons
in a Supersaturated Palladium Lattice Provide Sufficient
Line-broadening toPermitLow-energy Resonant Penetration
of the Coulomb `Barrier' to Cold Aneutronic Fusion,"
manuscript of 16 pages, 8 refs, 3 figs.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Between the energy levels of E = 6.26 eV and E = 140.96 eV,
there are 600 Resonant Transmission levels EN' (N =
0,1,2,3, ... , 600), at which the quantum-mechanical
probability flux intensity transmission coefficient, or
transmissivity, T= 1, i.e.which assure with 100%probability
that a loosely bound deuteron of that energy, between two
adjacent rigidly bound deuterons, will tunnel through the
Coulomb barrierof one ofthe adjacent deuterons (to within
the range of its strong nuclear force) and remain there
indefinitely. Use ofthe standard WKB[Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin] approximation establishes that between E0 = 6.26
eV andE5= 6.59 eV there are five such resonant lines, which
have line breadths increasing from 1.8% to 7% of the
difference between that line and the next higher line. At N =
88, one finds E88 = 13.7403eV, and E89 = 13.8468 eV, and
the line breadthE88 = 0.077967 eV of the 88th level is 74%
of the differenceE88 = 0.1065 eV between the 88th and the
89th levels. The line broadening is caused by zero-point
energy fluctuations of the rigidly bound deuterons, as
characterized by the Schwinger Ratio

L/= 22.31, according to the Madelung potential theory
presented in a companion paper.

AUTHOR'S CONCLUSION

Despiteexpert opinion to the contrary, "standard quantum
mechanics"mostassuredlydoesPREDICTtheexistenceof the
phenomenon of cold fusion in a PERIODIC lattice when the
ratio of deuterons to palladium ions is nearly one-to-one, and
when someexternallyapplied force (e.g. acurrent,ora shock)
is drivingnewlyentering deuterons through the adjacent cells
ofthe deuterium lattice. The lowest resonant energy level at
which the line broadening is more than 70% of the distance to
the next line is at E88 = 13.74 eV.

Applying a deuteron current with a driving voltage of 13.74
volts between the palladium cathode and the platinum anode
shouldproduce cold fusion. (Also, any othervoltage between
6.26 eV and 6.59 eV should work almost as well.)

AUTHOR'S CONCLUDING POSTSCRIPT

The inherent limitations of the widely used but inexact WKB
approximation preclude over-reliance upon the precise
numericalvaluesannounced herein,but nevertheless suggest
the qualitative validity of the Resonant Transparency
Spectrumpresented above. The present spectrum seems to be
a refinement of the relatively crudely-derived but
experimentally confirmed Bush TRM spectrum, because the
present quantum-mechanical results predicts 600 resonances
inan energy range wherein the Bush spectrum predicts only
132 resonances; also an apparently fatal objection to the
concept of Resonant Transparency as used either by Bush or
above is asserted by me to have been decisively rebutted.
Obviously it would be highly desirable to have the present
research repeated with the more exact methodology of Kim,
Yoon, Zubarev & Rabinowitz in order to predict
experimentally testable results about this spectrum with
greater numerical precision. But the past successes of the
WKBmethodsuggest that thepresent resultshave, for the first
time, starting with Schrodinger's equation, established the
EXISTENCEofaResonantTransparencySpectrumofenergy
levels of slightly excited deuterons in a frozen deuterium
lattice, even at absolute zero temperature, and otherwise
composed of rigidly bound deuterons which would be
motionlessexcept for zero-point fluctuations,yetaccording to
standardquantummechanicswill find theCoulomb`barrier' to
Cold Fusion to be transparent rather than opaque!

CALIFORNIA- NUMBER THEORY CONJECTURE

Robert W. Bass (Sci. Ad. Board, ENECO, Inc., Salt Lake
City), "An Apparently True Conjecture in NumberTheory
Related to the Zeta Function," paper presented for ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

For all non-negative integers i, j define
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where Z[m] denotes the Riemann Zeta Function, and define

.

It is conjectured that cm 2 as m +.

CALIFORNIA - TRANSPARENCY OF COULOMB
BARRIER

RobertW.Bass (Sci.Ad.Board,ENECO,Inc.,SaltLakeCity,
UT), "Bi-Resonant Transparency of Quadruple Coulomb
Barriers in Periodic Triple Potential Wells," paper presented
for ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Using thephase-integralmethodofJeffries (1923),commonly
called the WKB method for (qualitatively correct but only
quantitatively approximate) solution of the wave equation,
expressions arederived which would be, if exact, necessary
andsufficientconditions for energy levelsofaparticlemoving
toward a triple potential well to encounter Resonant
Transparencyofall fourCoulombBarriers, i.e. topenetrate all
four barriers with 100% probability. As a special case, a 6.3
eV deuteron trapped in a deuteron lattice (inside a PdDl.0
lattice)canreadilypenetrate thenearest twoCoulombbarriers,
to reach the vicinity of the strong nuclear force of either
adjacent bound deuteron, even if it lacks the full 4.3 MeV
energyproved here to be requiredfor Resonant Transmission
completely through the nuclear potential wells: so standard
quantum mechanics actually PREDICTS "aneutronic cold
fusion" in a (supersaturated, "beta" phase)PdD1.0 periodic
palladium-deuterium lattice.

CALIFORNIA - HEAT & HELIUM

M.H. Miles (Chem. Div., Res. Dept., Naval Air Warfare
CenterWeaponsDiv.,ChinaLake,CA,USA),B.F.Bush(SRI
International, Menlo Park, CA), "Heat and Helium
Measurements in Deuterated Palladium," manuscript of a
paper presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Metalflasks were used to collect electrolysis gas samples in
Pd/D2O + LiOD and Pd/H2O + LiOH experiments in order to
minimizeeffects due to helium diffusion through glass. For
five control experiments yielding no excess power, the mean
value for the background helium concentrations inoursystem
was 4.4 ± 0.6 ppb or 5.1 ± 0.7 x 1013 4He/500 mL. For five
experiments producing excess power, the measured helium
concentration was higher than the background level in each
case. Three different laboratories have been used for
measurements of the helium concentrations in various
electrolysis gas

samples fromour experimentsduring the past threeyears.The
chance probability ofobtaining these heat-helium results for a
totalof 27measurements due to random errors is extremely
small. Furthermore, the helium measurements from all three
laboratories yield helium production rates of 1011-1012

4He/sW.

CALIFORNIA - SOLID-STATE FUSION

Jean-Paul Bibérian (R&D Intl., Orinda, California and Dep.
Phys., Fac. Sci. De Luminy, Marseille, France), "Solid State
Cold Fusion: AlLaO3," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Since thediscoveryof cold fusion byFleischmann et al., most
of the experimental work has been done in liquid electrolytes.
However as soon as 1989, Forrat proposed a solid state
reaction that couldachievebetter results. There are several
factors that make such materials more appropriate to the
development of cold fusion reactors:

1. Oxides can be heated at high temperature, so that the
diffusiontime ofdeuteriumions in thesolid is increased by
several orders of magnitude.

2. The sample is placed in a gas environment and not in a
liquid, so that there is no problem of impurities depositing at
the surface of the sample, that can stop the diffusion of
deuterium.

3. The fusion reaction works better at higher temperatures. In
a liquid electrolyte, it is limited by the boiling of the heavy
water. In a solid electrolyte such a limitation disappears.

4.Theenergy transfer isbetter with ahigh temperature heat
source. This is an important point for practical nuclear
reactors construction.

5. Thehandling of a solid state cell is much easier and less
dangerous than a liquid cell.

What has been proposed by Forrat, is the use of an ionic solid
capable of accepting deuterium ions in the lattice. Therefore
the electrolyte must have non-compensated ionic vacancies
creatingV centers (i.e.p-type semiconductor). Applicationof
avoltage on two sides of the crystal creates the formation of
three zones: an F zone (i.e. N-type) at the cathode, an intrinsic
zone in the center, and a V zone (P-type) at the anode.

Numeroussuchcrystals can be used,however rarealuminates
are verywell suited. AlLaO3 proton conductivity has been
extensivelystudied for fuel-cell applications. Thestructureof
the intrinsic aluminum lanthanade is: Al3+La3+O3

6- and the
crystal appears white.

Aceramic with 5% vacancieswill be red and will have the
following structure: Al3+La2.85+

0.95O5.85-
3. When the ceramic is

heated in a deuterium and hydrogen atmosphere, ions diffuse
in asampleand vacancies areoccupiedby thedeuteriumions,
and consequently thecrystal recovers its intrinsicwhite color.
The structure of the crystal is now:

Al3+La2.85+
0.95D0.15+

0.15O6-
3 .
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Afterapplicationof avoltage anF zoneappears at the cathode
with the composition: Al3+La2.85+

0.85D0.20+
0.20O6.05-

3.

Experiments areunderway to verify this model. A2mmthick
sample with asurface of 1 cm2 is heated to several hundred
degrees with a tungsten filament in a deuterium atmosphere.
Two gold electrodes deposited on the two sides of the sample
are used for polarization. As loading of deuterium is
accomplished, the temperatureof thesample isrecordedversus
time. Fusion should show an increase of the temperature due
to excessheat generated in the sample. It is hoped that if the
heat generated is large enough, the tungsten heater can be
switched off and the only input of energy could be the current
flowing through the sample.

In a future experiment, it should be easier than in liquid
electrolytes to measure the production of helium.

[For further solid-state fusion see Enyo, et al., in July 1993 of
Fusion Facts. Ed.]

CALIFORNIA - EXCESS HEAT-PRINCIPLES

J.L.Waisman(Consultant, Irvine,CA),N.J.Kertamus(Senior
Research Scientist, S. CA., Edison Co., Rosemead, CA.,
U.S.A.), "Excess Heat;TheMacro-Principles,"manuscriptof
a paper presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

ThispaperpresentsMacro-Principleswhichpermitprediction
of the Excess-Power-density developed in Pd-D crystal
lattices. The principles are stated in terms of three state
propertieswhich can be measured and controlled, and other
conventional thermodynamicandheat transferproperties. The
3 state properties of the lattice are composition, temperature
and deuterium chemical potential.

The principles are independent of the details of the heat
producing collision events. They consider (a) that the events
occur in the courseof collisions of agiven deuteriumentity
withanother entity in the lattice, (b) that the collisions occur
asa consequenceof the jumping of the hydrogen isotopefrom
one interstitial position to another, and (c) that the jumps and
collisions aretriggered by thestate of internalenergy inthe
lattice.

We present previously published experimental evidence that
the effect of temperature onexcess heat production has the
predicted trend. Simulations of the excess heat, produced by
varying the3 state propertiesand two heat transfer properties,
arealsoconsistent with experimental results. The simulations
also explain the very large excess power density obtained
during forced-to-boiling tests.

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

Theprinciples are believed to offer a plausible explanation of
heat bursts, and runaway temperature accompanying excess
heat produced during electrolysis. The principles predict
achievableconditions which will produce excess power at
commercially competitive

densities.Thesepredictionsshouldpermita leap into practical
applications.

HAWAII - MOLTEN SALTS, Ni ELECTRODE

Bor Yann Liaw and Yi Ding (Hi. Nat. En. Inst., Sch. Ocean &
EarthSci., Univ. ofHi., Honolulu), "Charging Hydrogen into Ni in
Hydride-Containing Molten Salts," manuscript from paper
presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Elevated-temperature calorimetric measurements were
performed using a cell: Al 6061 alloy | LiH (saturated), LiCl-
KCl eutectic | Niwith acharging currentof about 600 mA. An
anomalous positive temperature excursion was observed,
which was difficult to explain based on our understanding of
the electrochemical reactions occurring in the cell and the
associatedenthalpies. Thepotential between theworkingand
counter electrodes fell in two peculiar ranges: in the initial
stage,0.7-1.2 V, and in a later stage, 2.3-2.6 V-- a rangeof
great interest -- due to its similarity to the condition of an
excessheatevent thatwe reported in thePd-Dsysteminwhich
significant excess heat was measured.

IDAHO - BAND-CROSSING IN Pd ISOTOPES
Chemical Abstracts, 1 Nov. 1993

R.Aryaeinejad,J.D.Cole,R.C.Greenwood,S.S.Harrill,N.P.
Lohstreter,K. Butler-Moore, S. Zhu, J.H.Hamilton (Idaho
Nat. Eng. Lab., Idaho Falls), "Band crossing observed in
Neutron-rich Palladium Isotopes via Spontaneous Fission of
Californium-252,"Phys. Rev.C, Nucl.Phys., 1993, vol 48,
no 2, pp 566-573.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

High spin excitedstates inneutron-richnuclei 112,114,116Pd have
been investigated bymeasuring promptrays emitted from a
252Cfspontaneous fissionsource. Twodifferentmeasurements
wereperformed. First,-coincidence data, necessary to
detect the decay schemes, were obtained by using an array of
20Compton-suppressedGedetectors. Second,Zidentification
andenhancementofadesiredneutronchannelwerecarriedout
using a x-n-multiplicity spectrometer. Ground state bands
have been extended to J= 10+ for 112Pd, and J= 12+ for
112Pd and 116Pd. Band crossings were observed in all three
isotopes. Thesebackbends are due to thealignmentof twog9/2

protons. Themeasuredenergy levelswerealsocomparedwith
predictions of the interacting boson model.

MISSISSIPPI - ATOMIC NUCLEUS

Evan Ragland (Diamondhead, MS), "An Alternate Model of
the Atomic Nucleus," presented at ICCF4.
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AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The many successes of the Standard Model, and the promise it
holdsfor development of a unifiedfield theory, have gained such
wide acceptance that otheratomic modelsareseldomconsidered.
Nevertheless, there are often distinct advantages to begained from
alternative viewpoints. The Alternate Model theorizes a field
centered atomic model which may offer further insight into nuclear
fusion mechanics.

The Standard Model constructs the atomicnucleus as a cluster or
clump of protons and neutrons eachofwhich contains threeelectric
charges (quarks) bound together by three carriers of the nuclear
strong force (gluons). The Alternate Model constructs the neutron
as the complement of the hydrogen atom (an electron inside a
proton); and, thenucleus as a field centered organization ofprotons
and neutrons, each confined to a distinct shell location. The
neutron's internal electric field is the nuclear strong force.

Theconstruct builds on Rutherford's electron/proton doublet, the
Mayer/Jensen ShellModel of thenucleus, and theBoscovich action
of forces to develop a systematic geometry and logic for field
centerednucleons at rest in stationary states with harmonious spins.
The model treats the electron, proton, and the composite neutron
internal field as force fields of common origin.

In hisBakerian Lecture of1920, Ernest Rutherford advanced the
concept of an electron/proton doublet as a neutralparticle within
the atomic nucleus. He visualized the particle as an electron in
orbit about a proton within the nucleus. This is an untenable
arrangement as the energy required to confine the electron to an
orbit within the nucleus is greater than the binding energy of the
nucleus. TheAlternate Model proposes thedoublet arrangement of
the neutron to be an electron captured into stationary state within
the proton. Again, the energy required to confine the electron is
greater than the binding energy of the doublet; thus, the system
must,in time(half life - 12 minutes),decay into lighterconstituent
elements. Most often, before decay, the neutron reacts by binding
to another nucleon. This reaction can form a stable nucleus. For
example, a neutron reacting with a proton to form a deuteron
creates a stable nucleus with binding energy greater than the
confinement energy of its constituent parts.

According to the Mayer/Jensen ShellModel, the general rules of
quantum mechanics restrict nucleons to a shell arrangement of
discrete states within the nucleus similar to the shell structure of
atomic electrons. When the model is applied to the clump or cluster
concept of the Standard Model, nucleons are envisioned as
occupyingdiscrete orbits within the nucleus. Ambiguities of this
visualization clarify when themodel is applied to the field centered
conceptof the AlternateModel. Here a set ofdiscrete symmetrical
stationarystates can onlybe occupiedby nucleons withparticular
energies and motions at the time of nuclear acquisition and
assembly. The Pauli exclusion principle holds in the Alternate
Model; i.e., no more than one proton orone nucleon can occupya
discrete energy state with the exception that a pair of protons ora
pair of neutrons of opposite spin may occupy the same state.

The Alternate Model treats the electron, proton, and neutron as
Boscovich point sources of field force or charge rather than as
particles. While a point cannot be a real source, it can mark the
origin within a real field of an extinct causative source. That real
fields existfor electrons, protons, etc. about "Boscovich points" is
demonstrated

in terms of the equivalence of mass and energy. Plausible logic
shows their powers of combination about a common origin into
atomic nuclei. A symbolic flow diagram for the progression,
proton field through alphafield, supported by a Boolean algebra
further exemplifies field treatment of the atomic nucleus.

ln summary, the Alternate Model is another way of viewing the
atomicnucleus. It may be more suitable than the Standard Model
forexamination of low energynuclear effects in condensed matter.
Inparticular, it seems to better explain the absence of the neutron
branch in cold fusion deuteron/deuteron reactions.

NEW JERSERY - PRINCETON HOT FUSION

MalcolmW. Browne, "Reactor Passes Point ofNoReturn in Uphill
Path to Fusion Energy," Science Times, New York Times, Dec 7,
1993, p B7, illus.

AP Staff, "Princeton produces large fusion reaction," Deseret
News, December 10, 1993, p A1.

EDITOR'S SUMMARY

While the cold fusion reports from Maui (where up to 4,000 times as much
power outcompared to input is reported) receive little media attention, the
$1.4 billion Princeton reactor achieves front page headlines by producing
one-eighth the power output as input (24 million watts input, 3 million
watts output for four seconds). In subsequent tests the same reactor
achieved about one-third the amount of power out as input for a few
seconds. The sequence of the several tests, using 5 grams of tritium (at
$30,000 per gram) plus deuterium (from heavy water), lasting a few
seconds per test, produced copious amount of neutrons. The reactor is now
so radioactive that it will have to "cool down"for about one year before it
can be dismantled. The New York Timesheadline properly included
the phrase "point of no return". We assume that this refers to the
lack of return on the ten-year investment of $1.4 billion spent by
Princeton. Compare this achievement of getting only about 1/4 of the
energy input returned, for a few seconds, to the achievements ofcold fusion
wheremany devices provide twice asmuch and moreenergy out compared
to energy input, in a time frameof output in hoursor days in some cases.
Consider whata fewmillion dollarsofinvestment in cold fusion research
has produced compared to the $20 billion spent by the U.S. over the past 20
years on hot fusion!

NEW JERSEY - 8 IN, 1 OUT

Staff (Knight-Ridder News Service), "Scientists Set Record for
Fusion Power," Salt Lake Tribune, Friday, Dec 10, 1993, page
A10.

EDITOR'S SUMMARY

Exceedinga recordset in1991, scientistsatPrinceton Plasma
Physics Laboratory set a record by producing 3 million watts
ofpower out for four seconds. This article fails to mention
that input powerwas eight times as large. While relatively
inexpensive cold fusion devices areproducingpowergains of
about four to one, the hot fusion device ($25 million)
"enormous metal doughnut" uses considerably more
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power in than power out. Later the Princeton group achieved
over five million wattsout. Earlier, the hot fusioneers had
been working with the d+d reaction but this experiment used
half deuterium gas and half tritium gas. The d+t reaction
produces intense neutron radiation. The article also reports
that the1989report by twochemistsachievingfusion resulted
in initial fanfare which turned into derision and that the
scientists left to pursue their work in France. "Last week", the
article states, "the U. sold exclusive licensing rights to so-
called cold fusion to a privately-held Utah company."
Althoughnot identified in the article, thecompany isENECO,
Inc. (formerly FEAT).

NEW YORK - FUSION REACTION WITH HEAVY
ICE IMPACT

Y.K. Bae, R.J. Beuhler, Y.Y. Chu, G. Friedlander, and L.
Friedman(ChemistryDepartment,BrookhavenNat.Lab.,New
York),"DD Nuclear-Fusion Reactions with Small D2Oand
H2OClusters Impacting Heavy Ice," Physical ReviewA, vol
8, no 6, Dec. 1993, pp 4461-4466, 18 refs, 6 figs, 1 table.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

ThelargeDD-fusion-fieldenhancement reportedearlierbyour
group (Phys. Rev. Lett. vol 63, pp 1292 (1989); J. Phys.
Chem. vol 94, pp 7665 (1990)) in the bombardment of
deuterated targetsby largeheavy-waterclusterswasshownby
post-accelerationmagneticandelectrostatic filtering tobedue
to small-ion impurities produced in the acceleration column.
With the filtering arrangement in place, we have carefully
studied DD-fusion rates with small (D2O)nD

+ and (H2O)nH
+

ions (n 10) which produced detectable fusion rates.
Formationofcarbonfilmson thepolydeuteroethylenesurfaces
caused theobservedfusionrates todecrease rapidly with time.
This problem was solved by using D2Oice targets which are
"self-cleaning." No enhancementwasobservedfor the fusion
rates of the small D2O clusters after the oxygen knock-on
correctionsweremade. However, the fusionyields forknock-
on processes produced by (H2O)nH

+ clusters (4 n 10)
showedapproximatelya twofoldenhancementover theyields
for H3O+ ions at the same velocity. The stopping power of
clusterswasmeasuredandshownnot tobe responsible for this
enhancement.

NEW YORK - TRANSMUTATION OF ELEMENTS

Jerry Bishop, "Alchemists' Dreams Hover Over Parley on
'Cold Fusion'," Wall Street Journal, Dec 10, 1993, p B5A.

EDITOR'S SUMMARY

When all nuclear reactions create new elements or new
isotopes, it is strange to stress "transmutation". The article
relates theelementalchanges found in lightwaterexperiments
where rubidium is changed intostrontium and potassium into
calcium. While these results can be named "proton capture",
nocompleteexplanationwaspresentedat theMauicoldfusion
conference held Dec. 6-9, 1993. More inexplicable is the
Japanese report of iron being produced by electrolysis (a
phenomena that has been observed in India). The article
mentions thatDr. JohnBockris (TexasA&M)is intriguedwith
the phenomena and has labeled it "low-energy nuclear
change." This

article fails to note the many papers reporting the
measurements of other nuclear reactions with reports of the
productionof tritium,helium, neutrons, and isotopic changes
in cold fusioncathodes. [See the Dec., 1993 and Jan., 1994
issues of Fusion Facts for a more complete report on the
Maui conference.]

NEW YORK - 9 NEGATIVES 4 POSITIVES

JerryBishop (WSJ Staff Reporter), "Japanese Funds Warm a
Conference of 'Cold Fusion'Die-Hards in Maui," Wall Street
Journal, Dec 9, 1993, page B10.

EDITOR'S SUMMARY

The300scientistsat the ICCF4conferenceare labeled as"The
scientifically beleaguered few". Bishop reports that "the
Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI)
is launchinga majoreffort to find out if cold fusionis real."
The goal of MITI is to confirm, demonstrate, and apply "new
hydrogen energy", Bishop reports. The Japanese will
cooperatewith the U.S.EPRI work. Bishop reports EPRI's
research director, Dr. McKubre, as saying that they are now
ableto consistently getexcess heat if the D/Pd ratio is .95 or
better. Bishopstates that "nobodyhas [explained]...thegeneral
absence in the experiments of some kind of nuclear ash..."
The articlecites Fleischmann as reporting about four times as
muchpower out as input and that the excess power is now
about150 to170 watts, comparedwithmuchsmaller amounts
four years ago. "This year we're trying to get 300 to 500 watts
of excess power.", Fleischmann is quoted as saying.

PENNSYLVANIA - DIHYDRINO MOLECULE

RandallL.MillsandWilliamR.Good(HydroCatalysisPower
Corp., Lancaster, Pennsylvania), and Robert M. Schaubach
(Thermacore, Inc., Lancaster, Pennsylvania), "Dihydrino
Molecule Identification,"Fusion Technology, vol 25, no1,
Jan. 1994, pp 103-119, 15 refs, 12 figs, 9 tables.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Threesets of heat productionand"ash" identification data are
presented. An exothermic reaction is reported wherein the
electrons of hydrogen and deuterium atoms are stimulated to
relax to quantized potential energy levels below that of the
"ground state" via electrochemical reactants K+ and K+; Pd2+

and Li+; or PdandO2 of redoxenergy resonantwith theenergy
hole that stimulates this transition. Calorimetry of pulsed
current and continuous electrolysis of aqueous potassium
carbonate (K+/K+ electrocatalytic couple) at a nickel cathode
were performed. The excess output power of 41 W exceeded
by afactor >8 the total input powergiven by theproduct of the
electrolysis voltage and current. The product of the
exothermicreaction isatomshavingelectronsofenergybelow
the ground state, which are predicted to form molecules. The
predicted molecules were identifiedby their lack of reactivity
with oxygen, by separation from molecular deuterium by
cryofiltration, and by mass spectroscopic analysis.
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AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

...Further experiments are plannedto demonstrate that this
lower energy form of hydrogen is the product of heat-
producing [electrolytic] cells. Following cryofiltration of the
electrolysis gases, the dihydrinomolecule is distinguished
from normal molecular hydrogen by mass spectroscopy. The
branching ratio to form m/e = 1 relative to m/e = 2 that is
observedfor the dihydrinomolecule isdifferent fromtheratio
that is observed for normal molecular hydrogen. Mass
spectroscopy further distinguishes a sample containing
dihydrinomolecules froma sample containingH2by showing
adifferent ionproductionefficiencyasa functionof ionization
potential and adifferent ion production efficiency at a given
ionizationpotential for the twosamples. High-resolutionmass
spectroscopy shows two peaks for a mixture of H2 and H2*.

[See also in this issue, page 15, comments by Dr. Vigier
concerning the evidence for non-nuclear excess heat. Ed.]

UTAH - QUANTUM LIMITATIONS THEORY

KirilChukanov(GeneralEnergyInt., Inc.,West Jordan,Utah),
"NewPulseGasLoadingColdFusionTechnology,"presented
at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Theoretical Model: Conventional (type S. Pons - M. Fleischmann)
'Cold Fusion' can be explained using Dr. Chukanov's Quantum
Limitations of Matter Theory as follows: The density of deuterium
plasma in palladium's lattice is critical. In the initial phase of
saturation when density of deuterium plasma is still low, the
assembly of deuteriumnuclei is far from the critical quantumpoint
of transition to a new form of matter (material continuum). Higher
density, however, causes deuterium ions to approach the critical
point. Deuteriumsaturates palladium veryslowly, soassembly of
deuterium nuclei easily resistsconversion into material continuum.
To resist transition into material continuum,deuteriumnuclei begin
to oscillate and increase their energy as the ions approach the
quantum limitation and thus violate the law of conservation of
energy. The result is excess energy. This gift of energy is the
unexplained excess heat in cold fusion. The Chukanov theory
predicts that near the quantum boundary, the temperature of the
deuteriumnuclei can reachtens of millions of degrees.The result
can be normal 'hot fusion' of deuterium nuclei. But such rare 'hot
fusion' contributesvery little towards the total energy balanceof the
system. In addition, the theory suggests that if light hydrogen is
used, the result is heat but not fusion. This type of cold fusion is
accompaniedby anunusual phenomenon: chemical properties of
the crystal lattice dominate the nuclear characteristics of atomic
nuclei. The Law of Conservation of the hydrogen charge leads to
thecreationof thehydrogenformofnuclearbyproducts. In addition
to the formation of deuterium and tritium, it may be possible to
createa fourth, superheavyisotope (heretofore unknown) formof
the hydrogen (4H1 - fourtium). Another development of the cold
fusion phenomena is theChukanov's pulse gas loading technology.
Mechanism ofproduction of free energy is different. The assembly
ofhydrogen atoms (ornucleus)occupies somevolumeof the space,
which is not empty space, but a special

form of the matter: material continuum. Material continuum is
strongly connected to the assembly of hydrogen nucleus. It can be
createdor destroyed using pulse gas technology. As a result free
energy(positive or negative) is produced. For the first time in the
history of Science we observe Anti - Energy.

Experiments: In his experiments, the author used a specially
preparedalloy for cold fusion. Because of the special structure of
the alloy, the cold fusion process stuns a few minutes after the
beginning of saturation with hydrogen gas. In an average of nine
casesout of ten, the alloy sampleexploded andbecame a powder.
The temperature of the alloy sample dropped in a fraction of a
second by 10 - 15 degrees C, while the temperature of the
surrounding metal objects raised at the same time by 20 - 40
degrees C. It is thought that the emission of protons takes some
energy fromthealloy's metal lattice. Another and much biggerpart
of the energy is the result of the violation of the Law of
Conservation of Energy. This effect is called the "Chukanov
Effect" and further replication should demonstrate the true
mechanism ofcold fusion phenomena. Furtherexperimental work
is expected to lead to an improved alloy that willbe an improved
cold fusion material for gas-loaded enhanced-energy devices.
Usingpulse gas technology it is possible to change (in less then 1
sec.) the temperature ofthe space energy activesample 80 - 90 C.

Practical Applications: General Energy International created a
seriesof SE Generators. The two stage SE Boiler and Cooler can
produce about 20 KW power. This generator possesses a special
system of recycling hydrogen gas. Very soon General Energy's SE
Generators willbepresented for commercializationon the World
Energy Market.

[Chukanov's demonstration equipment does produce temperature
changes. The theory will bemore believable when theexperiments
are replicated by others. Similar work was accomplished several
years agoby scientists in the LUCH organization, Podolsk, (near
Moscow), Russia. There explanation was clearly a chemical
explanation. Ed.]

UTAH - REPRODUCIBLE T-GENERATION

Fritz G. Will, Krystyna Cedzynska and Denton C. Linton
(NationalColdFusionInstitute,SaltLakeCity), "Reproducible
Tritium Generation in Electrochemical Cells Employing
Palladium Cathodes with High Deuterium Loading," J.
Electroanal. Chem., vol 360, no1-2 (1993) pp161-176, 55
refs, 4 figs, 2 tables.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Reproducible tritium generation well above background has
beenobserved in tightlyclosedD2SO4-containingcells in four
outof fourPd wire cathodes ofone type. Tritiumanalysiswas
performed before and after each experiment on the Pd, the
electrolyte and the gas in the head space. No tritium
generation was observed in four identical Pd cathodes in
H2SO4 cells operated at the same time under the same
conditions. A cyclic loading-unloading regime with low
current densities, ratherthan the usual continuous constant
current regime, was employed to attain D/Pd and H/Pd
loadings of 1±0.05
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reproducibly. D/Pd loadings greater than 0.8±0.05 appear to
be necessary to generate tritium. The largest amount of
tritium,generated in 7 days of continuous electrolysis,was
2.1x1011tritium atoms,comparedwitha background of4x109

tritium atoms. The concentration of tritium and its axial
distribution in the Pd were determined and concentrations of
up to 9x1010 atoms /g Pd were found compared with a
maximum background of 5x108 atoms g -1. The T/D ratio in
thePd is about100 times largerthan in the electrolyte or gas
and indicated that tritium generation occurs in the Pd interior
rather than at its surface. No tritium generation was observed
in two other types of Pd electrodes in D2SO4 , despite the
attainment of D/Pd ratios near 1:1. Thus high D/Pd ratios
appear tobeanecessarybutnot sufficient condition for tritium
generation in D2SO4 electrolysis.

D. NEWS FROM ABROAD

BELARUS - SYNERGETIC ACTIVATION MODEL

Veniamin Fillimonov (Inst. ofPhysicochemical Problems, Belarus
StateUniv., Minsk,Belarus), "Synergetic ActivationModel: Key
to Intense and Reproducible Cold Fusion," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

The maincriteriaofcold fusion(CF) theories validity are their
ability to explain (i) reasons for irreproducibility and way to
improve it, (ii)high probability of intense CF reaction, and
onlythen preferring ofaneutronic channel, tritium/neutron
channels asymmetry and so on.

Thesynergeticactivation(SA)model [1]supposes that intense
CFimplementation at"normal" temperaturesand pressures is
thesequel of self-organization processes incrystalline matter.
SA modelalready succeeded in the analysis of fast chemical
processes in solid state such asreactions initiated by shock
waves (SW) in solids, detonation of solids and cryogenic
reaction in freezed gas mixtures under phase transitions. The
differencebetweenabovementionedreactionsandCFisrather
quantitative thanqualitative:due tohigheractivationenergyof
CF and lower probability of elementary event CF,
implementation commonly doesn't lead to host crystal lattice
destructionand thereforedurableandstableprocess ispossible
in principle.

The main points of SA model are as follows:
1. The more gently sloped than exponential one distribution
ofatomsbyenergy(namely reciprocalpowerdistribution) that
caused easier overcoming potential barriers by the system is
possible in self-organizing systems.

2. Such distribution is realized in spatiotemporal limits of
shockor detonation waves (SW and DWcorrespondingly)
fronts that are therefore considered as dynamical dissipative
structures.

3. A self-generation of SW (DW) and self-focusing of the
same that promote gathering of energy in focal zones are
possible under intense

heat and mass transfer in perfect crystalline solids in vicinity
of phase transition or phase separation region.

Point 1 of the model shows that effective overcoming of
potentialbarrier of nuclei repulsionmay be causednotonlyby
quantum but also by synergetic ones. Proposed power
distributionofatoms by energy(see below) is seemedto be
typical for strongly non-equilibriumsystems in which energy
dissipationandmass transferare implemented by cooperative
phenomena such as SW and/or DW.

Notedwaves insolids,owing topoint 2of SAmodel,might be
described as dynamical dissipative structures. The type of
structuring is the spatial ordering of vibrational and/or
electronic excitations in spatiotemporal limits of SW and/or
DW front. It is the sequel of different drift velocities of noted
excitationshaving different energies in notedfronts. Such
dynamical structure is the staircase which the multistep
excitations are implemented by. Resulting probability P'n of
such multistage excitation of atom having average energy E0
up to highest energy levelEn(e.g. effective activation energy
ofCFprocesswithaccountofquantumtunneling) isexpressed
(see above) by the power function:

where n is a number of intermediate steps: A is the factor that
characterizes a self-organization processes intensity; 1 is
determined by the structure of excitation energy levels.

Point 2 states the necessary conditions of SW (DW) self-
generation and propagation in solids: (i) vicinity of phase
transitionor phase separation region; (ii) perfection of host
crystal lattice and saving of the latter during the experimental
run. There are few published papers on CF concerning
definite data on the real crystal structure of host lattice.
Nevertheless, analysis of such data shows certain correlation
betweenCGintensity and reproducibility, on one hand, and
conditions mentioned in point 3, on the other hand.

CHINA - HV PULSE DISCHARGE
Courtesy of Jiangtang He

JiangtangHe(Inst.HighEn.Phys.,AcademiaSinica,Beijing),
"Astudy on Anomalous Nuclear Fusion Reaction by Using
HV Pulse Discharge," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Astudyonanomalousnuclear fusionreactionbyusing 10 KV
pulsedhigh voltage dischargein deuterium was completed.
During HV pulses no neutron signal was detected, but two
peaks of gamma rays were detected. The energies of two
gammaraysareat 425keVand870keVrespectively. Itmight
be explained as 1 08Pd* and 56Fe* excited by high energy
charged particles de-exciting radiations. Neither neutron
signalnor gammasignalwas detected in the intervalsbetween
pulses.

PRESENTATION SUMMARY

The Results are summarized as follows:
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1. The spectra of both gammas and neutrons outside the
period of HV pulses, detected by system B [gate B of
recording system] are consistent with background spectrums
recorded without HV within statistical error.
2. DuringHVdischarging, theneutronsignalsarecomparable
with background. However, there are extra gamma rays.
[Showing thenet spectrum (observed minusbackground).] It
is very clear that there exist two peaks. According to the
calibration curve of system A1 , one peak is at 425+40keV,
another is at 870+50keV. Because the electrodes are madeof
Pd, Fe, and also W, the spectrum of gamma rays might be
relevant to the following nuclear de-excitation processes:
108Pd* 108Pd + gamma (425 KeV)
56Fe* 56Fe + gamma (854 KeV)
184W* 184W + gamma (110 KeV)
However, the energy of the gamma originating from 184W*is
too low to be seen against noise.

Since the HV pulse is only 10 KV, the electron/deuteron with
energyof 10KeV canexciteonly atoms, butnotnuclei. So,
the high energy gamma rays could be produced only from
nuclear Coulomb excitation bycharged particles with high
energies. The gamma yields are about 10 -6 per 3.0 MeV
proton absorbed in palladium. Our result can probably be
explainedby the excited Pd and Fe in theproducts fromthe
reaction mode 2 [tritium branch of d+d fusion]. From the
present experiment, we would conclude that in HV pulse
discharging experiment we only detected the characteristic
gamma rays without neutrons. It seems that the reaction rate
of mode 2 is much higher than mode 1[neutron branch of d+d
fusion] in a low-energy D-D fusion in a palladium
environment. Taking the acceptance [of the data for the two
reaction modes] into account, from our experimental results,
we can deduce: R [ratio of tritium/neutrons] is greater than
109 . We are going to do some experiments with different
electrodes.

CHINA - THERMODYNAMIC DISSIPATION

Shu-I Liu(U. ofSci. & Tech. of China, Beijing) and Qihong
Shi (Chem. Dept., Shantou Univ., Guangdong),
"Thermodynamic Dissipation Criteria and its Principles for
Cold Nuclear Fusion," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Inaperiod(1979-1991)a newdiscipline knownasState-Field
Theory of Thermodynamics (S-F TOT) had been established
byan author ofthis paper. The purpose of the present paper
is to give astrict treatmentof the currently interestingproblem
of Cold Nuclear Fusion (CNF) by applying S-F TOT.

FRANCE - SCREENING & RESONANCE

MichelRambaut (France), "OneCanAccount for ColdFusion
by Two Concepts: Screening by Electrons and Harmonic
Oscillator Resonance," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Ina plasma, the role ofelectrons has been largely underestimated,
in spite of the fact that the "Screening concept" was born early
during the fifties. So ifone considers two "fusible" nuclei, neutrons
for example in a dense medium, and ifone supposes that they are
sufficiently close together, one has to take into account the specific
natureofperturbation they impose to their environment.A potential
well is created during a very short time, at the place of the two ions.
Given the high velocity of electrons, in comparison with the one of
the ions, agreat numberof environmental electrons can be trapped
in this well. The creation of this well necessitates that two
deuterons are approaching sufficiently close together. The trapped
electrons are coming from the immediate proximity of the two
approachingdeuterons, causingan electrondepopulationaround the
two deuterons. So the immediateenvironment becomesconstituted
by positive ions. This is conceivable since this trapping, which
causes thecrossing of their mutual coulomb barrierby the two ions,
lasts a very short time, typically between 10-14 and 10-12 seconds.

The unbalanceof electron charge repartition, referred often to their
polarizability, increases transitionally the coulomb electrical
potential at the place of the two colliding deuterons. In return this
increase deepens the potential well, and could contribute to
maintaining theelectron cloudaround the twodeuterons.Sonuclear
fusion reactions are possible for a two deuteron low relative
velocity. This model appears to be common at the same time to
various kinds of deuterated plasmas: plasmas produced by
collisions, plasmasmadeof deuterium absorbed by certain metals
such as palladium, titanium, vanadium, or plasmas produced by
high voltage capacitor discharges.

But given that the process is drastically different from the one
occurring in a thermonuclear medium, the macroscopic fusion
reactionproduction must be ruled by a specific production term T,
different from the "usual" thermonuclear one. The results of
calculations exhibit a linear relationship between Log T and Log E,
withT =(FL) /(the nuclear crosssection, F the transmission
barrierfactor, Lthe effective barrier width,the barriercrossing
duration, E the deuteron energy in the mass center system of
reference). The slope p of the straight line representing the linear
relationship corresponds to an electron accumulated constant
number n around the two colliding deuterons. This slope p is
boundedby two approximative limits, 1.3 < p< 1.8, nbeing of the
order ofone to two thousands for p=1.3,and rather in the range of
somehundreds for p=1.8.Thecorresponding linear relationship can
be represented by:

Log (T/T') = p Log (E/E') (1)
But this modeltaking onlyinto account the electron trapping by a
potential well does not describe in what circumstances adequate
deuteron collisions are occurring.

One gets a view about a specific circumstance where adequate
collisions followed by electron accumulation can occur, taking into
account the results of high voltage capacitor discharge into
deuterated media.

In some cases the fusion reaction production, which is most
frequently detected by a neutron burst, is supposed to occur by
sausage instability, after injection of a sufficient amount ofenergy
into the deuterated medium. But the most interesting experiments
are
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the ones where there is no excess energy when the neutron burst
occurs. Inthis case the onset ofthisburst coincide with the current
apex. This occurrence suggests a resonance phenomenon, which
could take place, just when the current begins to decrease. Given
the short current wave pattern, no collective acceleration is
possible, and this resonance cannot occur at another level than at
the particle level. The basic harmonic oscillator is constituted of
one deuteronand ofkelectrons surrounding onedeuteron. During
the current increase, the harmonic oscillator is mildly submitted to
electrodynamic forces,with a resonance frequency= (2(kq)2/mr3)
(r being the mean distance between deuterons, q the elementary
charge, and m the deuteron mass). One can verify that this
frequency is in the range of 1014 rad/s.

To simplify, one can assume a sawtooth current pattern, with a
leading edgeduration0, and a trailing edge, and a Lorentz force
acting on the deuteron,whosevelocity is supposedv0, at the current
apex. Assuming moreover that the deuterated medium has a
cylindrical shape with a radius, the maximumvelocity attainable
by the deuteron during the harmonic oscillator resonance, in the
middlebetween the axis and the outerpart of the cylinder has the
following expression, 1 being the current at the apex:

The initial electron velocity is proportional to the integral of the
current square, I2 dt, between the onset and the apex. As this
integral is proportional to current square at the apex I2; and
assuming that«0, thedeuteron energy is proportional to the sixth
powerof the apex currentand inversely proportional to the square
of the current decreasing duration:

E I6 -2 (3)
Given that, for a specific mediumdensity, the nuclear fusion rate is
proportional to T, one gets:

Log R'/R= p [6 Log (I'/I) + 2 Log (/')] (4)
Thep value p=1.66 correspondsto the slope of Log R versus Log
I, observedby J.D. Sethian et al (6). This result is also in agreement
with the pure stochiastic pointof view, which leads approximately
to n such as 103< n < 2x103 electrons around two colliding
deuterons:

R'/R = (I'/I)10(/')3.3 (5)
In the case where there is an excess energy introduced into the
deuterated medium, the deuteron energy is proportional to I4:

Log R'/R = p Log (I'/I)4 (6)
Onecan recover the I5 lawobserved in thiscase by J.D. Sethian et
al. too, with a lower value than in the preceding case p, which
wouldcorrespond to a greater number ofelectrons trapped by the
potential well.

So the supplementaryharmonic oscillator hypothesisgives a new
confirmation to the trapped electron model (also called double
screening model). As it has been shown in previous papers, this
model is also in agreement with the cluster fusion experiments
performed by R.J. Beuhler et al.

FRANCE - HI TEMP SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Courtesy of Samuel P. Faile

Michel Laguës, XiaoMing Xie, Hassan Tebbji, Xiang Zhen Zu,
Vincent Mairet, Christophe Hatterer, Cristian F. Beuran

(École Sup. Phys. et Chim. Indust. de la Ville de Paris) and
Catherine Deville-Cavellin (Lab. d'Electr., Univ. Paris), "Evidence
Suggesting Superconductivity at 250 K in aSequentially Deposited
Cuprate Film," Science, vol 262, 18 Dec.1993, pp 1850-1852, 23
refs, 3 figs.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

An artificial cuprate compound belonging to the BiSrCaCuO family with
eight adjacent CuO2 layers in each building blockwasdeposited on a single
crystalof SrTiO3 by sequentially imposed layer epitaxy. This compound
undergoes a five order of magnitude resistivity drop with an onset near 280
Kelvin and anoffset at 250 Kelvin. It exhibits a diamagnetic variation of
susceptibility and magnetization below 290 Kelvin. Additional observed
features, such as strongly nonlinear conductivity, suggests
superconductivity as a plausible explanation of the properties of this
compound.

FRANCE - NEW BOHR ORBITS

Jean-Pierre Vigier (Univ. Paris VI - CNRS/URA, Paris) "New
Hydrogen (Deuterium) Bohr Orbits in Quantum Chemistry and
`Cold Fusion' Processes," presented at ICCF-4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Newexperimental results presented at (and after) the 1992
Nagoya Conference on "cold fusion" raise an evident
theoretical problem "Can one explain the "Excess Heat"
observed in condensed matter containing Hydrogen and
Deuterium in terms of conventional quantum and nuclear
knowledge?" If one accepts (as believed by the author) that
theywill beconfirmed (i.e.vindicate Fleischmann's and Pons'
initialdiscovery)oneshouldanswer twotheoretical questions:

A) Can one interpret (or not) thenewfacts within the frameof
the presently known quantum and nuclear theory?

B) If not, what is the nature of the modifications of these
theories suggested by these experiments?

The aim of this contribution is to present the possible
following answers to A) and B):

a)The observed presence of excess heat in Hydrogen based
experiments shows that this enthalpy excess is not (at least at
low energy input) based on fusion processes but rather on an
exotic new form of quantum chemistry associated to new
"tight"Bohrorbits inHydrogenandDeuterium. [Seepaperby
Mills, Good, & Schaubach, page 11, this issue. Ed.]

b) If oneaccepts presentlyknown fusion theory, the observed
presence of"fusion ashes" in deuterium based experiments
(alsobelieved trueby theauthor) shows that thecorresponding
fusion reactions (despite the fact that they are numerically
many orders of magnitude too small to explain the associated
excessheat) arepresent and 1) should berelated to the new
exotic chemical mechanism and to a screening mechanism in
condensed matter 2) could lead, with
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higher energy inputs to real fusion reactors: since fusion
energy would be added to the new chemical energy.

c) As basis for the new phenomena one can add to the
CoulombPotential (utilizedinHydrogenandDeuterium)spin-
spin andspinorbit interactions. Usually neglected theywould
manifest themselves when , , are oriented (parallel)
(due to electromagnetic interactions) when H and D are in
condensedforminvarious typesofelectrodes. Indeedfor two
chargedparticles e1, e2 with magnetic moments 1and 2

[we beginwith the] usual quantumSchrödinger Hamiltonian.

[We can showthat] thisgives aneffective radialpotential V(r)
given by:

which evidently implies the existence of new subground state
(w.r.t. the Coulomb Potential) quantized energy states Em
corresponding to new"tight" Bohr orbits. These new Bohr
orbits can be shown 1) to be circles around L3, corresponding
to aninteger number m of de Broglie's wavelengths 2) to be
calculable through the formula:

d) this model yields new Hydrogen (also Deuterium) energy
levels (also describable in terms of "enhanced" electron
masses) which 1) correspond to new resonance reactions
(which generate soft X-rays) 2) to new "tight" types of
molecularHydrogen andDeuterium whoseformation
is exothermic, and 3) favor fusion when enhanced by a
"screening" mechanism within specific electrodes.

e) The prediction of the apparition of this new type of
molecules canbe(as suggestedbyMills-GoodandShaubach)
by lack of reactivity with oxygen, separation from molecular
deuterium by mass spectroscopic analysis.

f) The existence of predicted "cold fusion" enhanced by V(r)
"screening" in this model should now be tested with high
energydischarge both in plasma focus and capillary fusion
experiments as presently attempted by Maric et al. at the
University of Belgrade.

GERMANY - DEUTERIUM FUSION REACTIONS
Chemical Abstracts, 13 Dec. 1993

S. Lemaître, Gennant Paetz, H. Schieck (Inst. Kernphys., Univ.
Koeln, Cologne), "Complete Determination of the Transition
Amplitudes from a Comprehensive Data Analysis of the Fusion
Reactions D(d,p)3H and D(d,n)3He for Ed<500 keV," Ann. Phys.
(Leipzig), 1003, vol 2, no 6, pp 503-521, in German.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

All relevant low-energy transition amplitudes for the
D(d,n)3He and D(d,p)3H reactions were detected from a fit to
Legendreexpansioncoefficientsof theavailableexperimental
data. A simple barrier penetrability model was used. Quintet
S-wave transitions are found to contribute strongly thus
obliterating the idea of neutron-lean polarized fusion energy
production. The D+D interaction radius was detected with
good accuracy for both reactions individually. The
astrophysical S functions showa small S-wave enhancement
and P-wave suppression of the D(d,p)3H branch.

ITALY - HIGH POWER PULSING

F.Celani, A. Spallone, P. Tripodi,A. Nuvoli, A. Petrocchi, D.Di
Gioacchino, M.Boutet (INFN, Lab. Nazionali di Frascati, Italy), P.
Marini, V. Di Stefano (SKITEK, IRI, Pomezia, Italy), "HighPower
s Pulsed Electrolysis for Large DeuteriumLoading on Pd Plates,"
manuscript from paper presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Ahigh peak current (up to 100A) and a veryshort pulse (1
s) generatorwere used to performelectrolysis in D2O-LiOD
solutionusing a Pd sheet asa cathode and a Pt net as an anode.
This high power pulse (up to 50 KW) can be rated up to 20
KHz.

VeryhighD/Pd values (up toabout 1:1) hasbeenreachedwith
anycold-workedPdsheetsused.A veryhardsheet (about300
Hv) has generated an excess heat of the order of 15% for a
long time (some weeks).

Some considerations about the metallurgy of electrodes are
performed and an effort is madeto correlate the excess heat
with metallurgical parameters, over-voltage and surface
resistance.

Conclusion
Independently by the metallurgy of the Pd electrodes, we
developed an high pulse technique to highly charge Pd plates
(D/Pd around 1:1). However, the metallurgy of the plates
affects theabsorptionrate"shape"parameter.Theover-voltage
andelectric resistanceparametersgiveuseful indicationsabout
thePd plate surface status during the Deuterium absorption.
An important role can play the ionic Li on the surface, in
particular way when the Pd plate reaches high D/Pd values.

TheexcessheatoccurringforsomePdplatesseemsdependent
by the metallurgy of the electrode: a high hardness plates
(dopedbyproper impurities)cangiveexcessheat (around15%
in our case) for very long time (some weeks). This condition
seems to be necessary but not still sufficient, because the first
charging-up procedure seems to play an important role
depending on thesampleshardness. Moreover,observing the
plates at the end of the tests, we can point-out that the excess
heatoccurs whenthere were no cracks on the plate surfaces.
Inother words, the peak pulse current should be limited to
avoid disrupting effects to the plates.
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ITALY - DEUTERIUM CHARGING

F. Cilioco, R. Felici (CNR, Ist. di Struttura della Materia, Frascati,
Roma), and L. Bertalot, F. De Marco, A. De Ninno, A. La Barbera,
F.Scaramuzzi, V. Violante (ENEAFrascati, Roma), "Deuterium
Charging in Palladium by the Electrolysis of Heavy Water:
Measurement of the Cell Parameter," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

An experiment on the electrolysis of heavy water with
palladium cathode is performed while measuring in real time
the size of the cell parameter, with the help of an X-ray
spectrograph. A first experiment permitted to evaluate the
charging of deuteriumin the palladiumlattice up to a value of
0.82of theD/Pd ratio (atomic). Other experiments are in the
planned program, aimed to correlate the D-charging with
electrolysis meaningful parameters, such as the current
intensity, the use of pulsed current, the characteristics of the
material.The results of these measurements will be reported.

JAPAN - FLUID PROTON THEORY
Courtesy of the author.

Note: The author provided copies of the following paper as written material
pertaining to his ICCF4 presentation, "Nuclear Fusion in Condensed Materials."

Setsuo Ichimaru (Dept. of Physics, U. of Tokyo), "Cold Nuclear
Fusion in Pressurized Liquid Metals," Journal of the Physical
Society of Japan, vol 60, no 5, May 1991,pp 1437-1440, 20 refs,
1 table.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Liquidmetals pressurized toa fewmegabars andconsistingof
light nuclear species such as D-H and Li-H can sustain
considerable reactionratesdue toelectronscreeningandby the
strong internuclear screeningpotentials when the temperature
is raised above the onset of fluidity in hydrogen. The nuclear
fusion rates may reach a power production level on the order
ofkW/cm3 at a temperature and mass density of 600K(550K)
and 3.9 g/cm3 (6.8 g/cm3) for D-H (Li-H). The detection of
such a nuclear reaction at a density near 2-4 g/cm3 will make
a first laboratory demonstration for the reaction processes in
supernova.

AUTHOR'S CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, I have demonstrated through quantitative
analyses that the pressurized metals of D-H and Li-H can
sustainnuclear reactionsat apower-producing levels if the
temperatures are raised into a rangewhere protons canbehave
as a fluid. In addition to its possible utility for power
production, the detection of such a nuclear reaction willmake
the first laboratorydemonstration for theelementaryprocesses
in supernova mechanisms andmay lead to an examination on
thevalidityof extrapolating the cross sections into regimes of
extremely low energies on the order of 0.1 eV. Details of the
theory will be published elsewhere.

JAPAN - PROTON CONDUCTORS & HEAT

Tadahiko Mizuno, *Michio Enyo, Tadashi Akimoto and Kazuhisa
Azumi (Fac.of Eng.,* Catalysis Research Center,Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo, Japan), "Anomalous Heat Evolution fromSrCeO3-Type
Proton Conductors During Absorption/Desorption ofDeuteriumin
Alternate Electric Field," manuscript of paper presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Thecold fusionphenomena were tested with use ofproton
conductor (pc) solidelectrolyteplatesmaintained at 400~500
°C. An anomalous level of excess heat evolution of the order
of 50 watt was observed during absorption and desorption
cyclesofdeuterium-containinghydrogengasunderapplication
of an alternate electric field.

JAPAN - BIOLOGIC TRANSMUTATION
Courtesy of the author.

Hisatoki Komaki (Biologic & Agricultural Research Inst.), "An
Approach in the Probable Mechanism at the Non-Radioactive
Biological Cold Fusion or So-called Kervran Effect (Part 2),"
Poster presentation at ICCF4, 4 pages, 4 tables, 14 refs.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Inpreviouspapers theauthor,withProf.Dr.C.LouisKervran,
suggested theprobableoccurrenceof thebiologicalcoldfusion
or the biological transmutation of elements. In order to
confirm the phenomena undermorecontrolled condition than
ICCF-3, the author determined the content of potassium,
magnesium, iron and calciumin the dried cells of Aspergillus
niger IFO 4066, Penicillium chrysogenum IFO 4689,
Saccharomycescerevisial IFO0308, Tarulopsis utilis IFO
0396, cultured in normal medium and media deficient in one
ofpotassium,magnesium, ironandcalcium. Theexperimental
results led the author to conclude the probable occurrence of
thenon-radioactivebiological transmutationofelementsor the
non-radioactive biological cold fusion.

EDITOR'S SUMMARY

Theexperiments used 200 ml ofculture media, shaking the
culture at 30C for 27 hours. The molds and yeasts used
showed only about 1/5 to 1/10 the growth in the nutrient-
deficient cultures as compared to the normal cultures.
However, on the basis of per gram of dried cells, each of the
dried cell samples showed evidence of having from about 1/2
to 1/6 of the normal amount of the mineral nutrient not
supplied in the culture. Theexperimentalevidence, therefore,
suggests that various molds and yeasts have the capability of
producingsomeelementsmissingfromthecell's environment.
This experimental observation has been reported previously
buthas been dismissed by the scientific community because
the claims arenot acceptableunder current theoriesof nuclear
reactions. If the experimental evidence is correct, then
these results are further evidence of catalyzed nuclear
reactions. Kervran suggested nuclear reactions in which
protons, O16, and C12 nuclei could be joined to
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higher mass nuclei to produce thedeficient elementsin the
cell's diet. Replication of Komaki's latest work is highly
recommended. If biological mechanisms exist for proton
capture by higher-mass elements, then the observed
transmutation of alkali-metal elements in light-water
experiments (such as reported by Bush and Eagleton) would
appear more acceptable.

JAPAN - NEGENTROPY THEORY

Ryoji Takahashi (Tokyo, Japan), "Cold Fusion Explained by
Negentropy Theory ofMicrodrop of Heavy Water," presented at
ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

The cold fusion phenomena which arise in the electrolysis of
the D2O/salt system are treated in this paperasproblemsof the
liquid state and explained by the working of the microdrop of
D2O created in the D2 gas.

Outline of Negentropy Theory of Microdrop of Water
The properties of D2O are similar to those of H2O and the
surface tensionof D2Ois smaller than thatof H2Oby 6.8%.
So thenegentropy theory ofD2Ois regardedas represented by
that ofH20 described below. The pressure P ina dropof water
of radius r, in saturatedmoisture, is calculatedas a function of
temperature T by Laplace's equation,

P=2/r+Pv (1)
whereand Pv represent the surface tension and the vapor
pressure. The P-T curves for r=0.5m, 1.5m and3m, and
theP-r(V) curveat 0°Cis illustrated. The value of dP/dT is
negative for small values of r at low temperatures. The
microdrop satisfying dP/dT<Otakes negentropy (negative
entropy) for the increase in V (volume) byMaxwell's third
thermodynamicrelation. Sowhen the microdrop receives a
negativepressure -P, thenormal water changes into super
water and thevolumeincreases byV,by taking negentropy
from the surroundingand do work PV. The energy balance
in this action of the microdrop is given as:

E-TS=PV (2)
whereE,Tand-S,representmechanicalenergywhichcauses
anegative pressure, absolute temperature and negentropy.
Eq.(2) shows that the outside of the microdrop isgiven heatby
the microdrop. Eq(2)is rewritten as

E=PV+TS. (3)
Eq.(3) shows that heat isgenerated byforming compounds
fromthe simplersubstances included in the microdrop. It is
obvious that the microdrop performs as a new type of engine
and it is named here as MICRODROP ENGINE. The
negentropy range of the microdrop of water in moisture is
limited, but if the microdrop is placed in the relatively higher
pressure of a gas than that of the vapor, the following
Laplace's equation is held,

P=2/r+Po (4)
where Porepresents the outside pressure regardedas constant
for a small changeof temperature. In this case thenegentropy
is maintained in the wide ranges of T and r.

JAPAN - SLOW PLATINUM DIFFUSION
Chemical Abstracts, 15 Nov. 1993

NaohikoKimizuka,TakayukiAbe, Kingo Itaya (Fac. Eng.,Tohoku
Univ., Sendai), "Slow Surface Diffusion of Platinum Atoms on
Platinum (III)," Denki Kagaku oyobi Kogyo Butsuri Kagaku,
1993, vol 61, no 7, pp 796-799.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The surface diffusion of Pt atoms on the Pt(III) electrode was
studied by the in situ electrochemical scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM). STM images of Pt(III) after successive
potential cycles (say, 20, 30and 50cycles) wereexamined,
and itwas concluded that the disordered surface structure of
Pt(III) remained unchangedupon the furtherapplicationof the
limited potential cycles. Oriented islands with height of 2 or
2 atomic layers were formed on the Pt(III) surface within the
first 10 potential cycles, and no change of the microstructure
ofPt surfacewasobservedafter theadditionalpotentialcycles.
The results suggested that the slow diffusion of Pt atoms took
place in pure 0.05 M H2SO4 solution.

JAPAN - BOSON CLUMPING

Ken-ichi Tsuchiya (Dept. Elec. Eng., Tokyo Nat. Col. of Tech.,
Hachioji, Tokyo), Kazutoshi Ohashi (Fac. Eng., Tamagawa Univ.,
Machida, Tokyo), and Mitsuru Fukuchi (Dept. Instrumentation
Eng., Fac. ofSci.&Tech., Keio Univ., Yokohama) "Mechanism of
Cold Nuclear Fusion II," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Regardingdeuteronsas identicalbosons,Bushetal. calculated
the powerdensitygenerated fromcoldnuclear fusion by using
the concept of symmetry force which describes the tendency
of bosons to clump. In our previous work, we also calculated
the power density with assuming that two forces are effective
to deuterons. One is attractive symmetry force, which
increases tendency of deuteron to clump, and the other is d-d
repulsive force, which decreases it.

In this work, we treat N-deuteron problem by using Lipkin's
description insecond quantization. In thismodel, creation and
annihilation operators a and a for proton and neutron
anticommutewithoneanother,andbound two-particle system
ina statewith center ofmass momentum 2k is considered.
Then deuteron creation operator Dis defined by

where gq is the Fourier transform of the wave function for
relativemotion. The annihilation operator is thengivenby the
Hermitianconjugateof eq.(1). TheN-deuteronwavefunction
N is defined as
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where |0> means the vacuum state and ni means the occupied

number of state i , which satisfies .

The commutation relation between deuteron creation and
annihilation operators is given by

where extra termk'k is written as

Sincek'k is proportional to the small quantity gq , we can
neglect it for small N systems. However, it should not be
neglected for large Nsystems. This means that we cannot
regard deuteronsasboseparticleswhencluster sizeNis large.
Therefore, extra termk'k has a role to reduce the tendency of
deuterons to clump. In our previous work, we discussed cold
fusioncatalyzed by deuteron clusters in Pd. But we did not
know how toestimate the mostprobable cluster sizeN. In this
work, it is given by using Lipkin's description in second
quantization.

JAPAN - DEUTERON WAVES

Norio Yabuuchi (High Sci. Res.Lab., Tsu City, Mie-ku, Japan),
"Wave of Deuterons and Cold Fusion," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

WhenblockedcracksapproximatelyO.1minsizeare formed
in solidmetals withan occludedhydrogen atom property, a
wave ofdeuteronswithin the crack brings about the following
two phenomena.

1. With electrons, electron wave characteristics are readily
observed to be exhibited, and a tunnel phenomenon
accompanied by the development of strong wave motions
occurs as with an experiment conducted by Hitachi, Ltd..

2. In the case of gold atoms, quite a number of these atoms
shift toward a O.1 micron layer of magnesium substrate and
collect to form a thin line along the location of the layer
(similar toanexperimentconductedbyAdvantestLaboratory).

Analyzing the two above phenomena, a reaction occurs
betweencrackswithinsolids thatappearas large latticedefects
and deuterium atoms which exist as impurities within the Pd
crystalline metal structure. During this reaction, large
quantities ofdeuterium atoms shift into the cracks of the solid.
Because Dchanges easily to d deuterons when vibrational
energy is applied, these deuterons are not subject to the
restrictions of the exclusion law since they exist as Bose
particles. Many d deuterons exist densely in cracks which

appear as large lattice defects. The liquefied d then facilitates
superfluidity and superconductivity. In fact, the burst
appearing with neutrons and the burst phenomenon of
superfluid He II resemble each other.

Fromthestandpoint ofaO.1mspace,becausedeuteronsare
larger thanelectrons, theycause intensewavemotions tooccur
in the form of deuteron waves within minute spatial widths of
n ÿO.1 m. Accordingly, this situation has the effect of
extending the collision cross section by wave r and bringing
about the tunnel phenomena; both important conditions for
nuclear fusion.

Next, theeffect ofquantumconfinement is conceivablewithin
the minute spatial width of a micro-unit and has been studied
by N. Margolus at MIT and M.L. Steigerwald et al. of AT&T
Bell Laboratories. Applying Heisenberg's theory of
uncertainty using the relationshipxph, if elementary
particles are confined within a narrow space xO,
momentum approaches infinityp.

Therefore, when a large number of d exists within a O.1m
x n space,p approaches infinity,p, because the space
for d movement becomes extremely small.

This means that the formula holds

true. From the standpoint of 1/2 mv2 = hv, and sincekinetic
energy increases, oscillation frequency of the wave of
deuterons,which exist as Boseparticles, becomesgreater and
motion velocity v increases. Because aluminum has the
characteristic of tightly confining d, surrounding the cracks
with aluminum can be used as a technique for bringing about
a strong confining effects.

According to M. Born's theory, originator of the probabilistic
wave,particlespenetratewallswithaprobabilitygivenby||2,
however, according to the law of Geiger-Nuttall, penetration
probability of fast particles is greater than that of slow
particles. Therefore, cold nuclear fusion will originate within
a minute space if the velocity of d particles, contained within
ad wavewhichdoes not easilycollapse, is increasedby taking
advantage of the effects brought about by quantum
confinement, extension of collision cross sections and the
tunnel effect. In addition to this, if a tsunami of soliton in the
deuteronfield iscausedby switchinganelectrolyticcurrent on
and off, nuclear fusion occurs at double and triple the normal
rate. As shown in paper, soliton occurs sufficiently even in
plasma when brought about using the shock of ionic sonic
waves.

[This paper appears to be an important addition to our
understanding of some of the possible mechanisms for
deuteron fusion in a metal lattice. Ed.]

JAPAN - HEAT AND HELIUM CORRELATION
Chemical Abstracts, 27 Dec. 1993

Eiichi Yamaguchi and Takashi Nishioka (Basic Res.Lab., NTT,
Musashino),"Helium-4Production and Its Correlation withHeat
Evolution," OyoButsuri, 1993,vol 62,no 7,pp 712-714,8 refs, in
Japanese.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT
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Using the author's "in vacuo" method with a heterostructure of deuterated
Pd(Pd-D) at low temperatures <300°, the authors have detected in situ 4He
production. The real-time observation has been performed by high-
resolution quadropolemass spectroscopy (0.001 amu at 4 amu). Thesignal
attributable to 4He production appeared when the samples exhibited a
sudden increase in temperature. The system of H-loaded Pd (PH-H)
heterostructure, on the other hand, produced no 4He. A new class of
nuclear fusion occurred in condensed matter.

NORWAY - PLATINUM ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Chemical Abstracts, 13 Dec. 1993

M.M. Jaksic, B. Johansen, R. Tunold (Lab. Ind. Electrochem.,
Univ.Trondheim,Norway), "ElectrochemicalBehaviorofPlatinum
in Alkalineand Acidic Solutions ofHeavy and RegularWater," Int.
J. Hydrogen Energy, 1993, vol 18, no 10, pp 817-37.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The behavior of Pt as an electrode for H (protium and D) and
Oevolution inbothalkalineandacidic,heavyandregular H2O
solutions was studied primarily by cyclic voltammetry. The
main features, such as adsorption and underpotential
deposition of H (both protium and D), as well as the specific
charge capacity for monolayer oxide growth with successive
increase in O content (preceding H and O evolution,
respectively,withcharacteristic desorptionpeaks),weremore
or less marked in both electrolytes. Some distinctly different
behavior, however, was observed, revealing that heavy and
regularH2Obehavealmost asdifferent solventambients. The
Hevolutionreaction(HER)particularly inalkalineD2Ooccurs
at substantially more negative potential, while Oevolution
becomesshiftedtoconsiderablymorepositivepotentialvalues.
H absorption,besides adsorption,of bothprotium andD, was
markedclearlyby thecontinuouslygrowingchargecapacityof
the diffusional desorption peak, whose extent depends on the
evolving rateand contact time of H evolution and distinctly
exceed both 1-to-one Hto Pt (H/Pt or D/Pt) atom coverage on
the exposed electrode surface, and relative to the
corresponding reversible adsorption wave charge are for its
underpotentialdeposition. TheHoxidationpeak immediately
following its desorption (in particular from acidicD2O) also
was clearly marked on voltammograms. A distinct merging
andmelding togetherof2 initialDreversible desorptionpeaks
into the diffusional desorption peak in acidic D2O was
discerniblyscanned, too. Oxide formation usually starts at
more anodic potential together with D oxidation and,
specifically in acidic media, proceeds vigorously with higher
and continuously growing rates and merging together with
evolving molecular O, while the prevailing O evolution
thereby becomes shifted to more positive potentialvalues.
These features reveal that, owing to its distinctly different
steric factor, D2O (in particular in acidic media) behaves as a
stronger oxidizing agent than regular H2O. Some discernible
properties of the interplaybetweenHandOon thePtelectrode
in both electrolytes along the potential axis were clearly
marked andpointedout. TheRowland of EDTA effect on the
potentiodynamic features of Pt also was scanned and
displayed.

POLAND - NUCLEAR SYNTHESIS REACTIONS

RomanE. Sioda (Inst. of Industrial Organic Chem., Poland), "A
MechanisticModel ofCold Fusion Based on Hot Spot Hypothesis:
Spatial Constraints to Nuclear Synthesis Reactions in
Electrochemically-induced Cold Fusion," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Since the famous announcements of Fleischmann, Pons and
Hawkins and of Jones et al. many papers had been published
to explain these unexpected discoveries. The work in this
direction is highly satisfying, because of its interdisciplinary
nature, andpossible energetic rewards, if theoriginal findings
are confirmed.However, the mechanism of this process is still
underdiscussion,whichexplains itscomplicatedandequivocal
nature.

Thepurposeof thepresentcommunication is topointout some
new mechanistic aspects of the process. It seems that the role
of electrolysis is simply that of a means of loading deuterium
into thematerialof the metallicelectrode, suchasofpalladium
or titanium,whichcanabsorb largequantitiesofdeuteriumgas
inthe volume of the metals. The absorption of the deuterium
causes achange of the structure of the lattice of the metals,
which leads to mechanical and electrical stresses (charge
separation and generation of potential). These stresses can
cause a breakdown of a limited number of deuterium atoms,
and to initiate the evolution of neutrons. The process takes
place basically at the surface of the metals. Some of the
neutrons are reabsorbed in the metals, while others leave the
metals. Those absorbed in the metals can lead to a chain
reaction, inwhich further deuterium atoms are destroyed by
participating in severalpossible routes of a fusion reaction.
The process is basically unstationary, and itscommencement
and end depend on energetic and spatial aspects of the metal
surface, which are highly variable.

However, there is a spatialaspect, which tends to favor the
process. As the "liquid fuel" of the reaction, i.e. deuterium, is
contained in the rigid crystal lattice of heavy metal atoms,
there is a tendency for the energy ofan initial reaction to be
contained locally,whichcan lead toeasierexcitationof further
deuterium atoms, allowing them to fuse, and to release high
amountsof energyin further fusion reactions, resulting in a
chain and explosive-type reaction, like in dynamite. Parts of
the releasedenergycanbe transferredby theelectronicplasma
of the metal lattice to other parts of the metal, exciting the
process there too. It can be especially dangerous if the initial
fusion process develops deep inside the block of a metal
loaded with deuterium, as a strong explosion can take place,
which had been virtually described.

There are two aspects of the present short communication,
whichseems tobenovel in respect towhathadbeanpublished
so far: 1. The influence of the rigid and heavy lattice of the
metal on localizing the high energy release of an initial fusion
reaction, and 2. the resulting chain character of the fusion
reaction in this micro-volume.Eventually, the metal lattice
becomes destroyed locally, and the chain reaction has to
subside, or to transfer to another micro-volume of metal,
loadedwithdeuterium,and stillhavingarigid latticestructure.
The feasibility of the fusion reaction depends also locally on
the concentration of deuterium atoms in the metal lattice, and
hence on
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the experimental conditions of deuteriumloading into the
electrode, such as the duration in time and the applied current
density.

POLAND - NEGATIVE NEUTRON SEARCH
Chemical Abstracts, 27 Dec. 1993

Lech Lason, Marian Przytula, Ryszard Wojtkiewicz, Janusz
Baczynski, andJaroslawBauer (Inst.Phys., Univ. Lodz,Poland),
"Search for Neutrons from Cold Fusion of Deuterium Absorbed in
Palladium," Acta Univ. Lodz, Folia Phys., 1992, vol 16, pp 3-12.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Experimental studieswere performed ondetectionof neutron
emission froma Pd sample saturated with gaseousD2at room
temperature andpressure <1 atm. Nocontinuous emission of
neutronswith a rate >500 s-1/2/sqrt for time interval t3s or
a burst emission with number of emitted neutrons 5.105

neutrons/burst was observed.

ROMANIA - CASE OF SCIPIOLOGY
Courtesy of the author

Peter Glück, "Cold Fusion: A Case of Scipiology," unpublished
manuscript, 3 pages. Handed out at ICCF4.

EDITOR'S REVIEW

Thispaperwasnotapart of theconferencebutwashanded out
to some of the attendees. The paper defines "Scipiology" as
the science ofconverting disasters to triumphs. The word,
coined by Peter Glück is derived from Scipea Africanus, the
great Roman general who converted disaster into triumph
during the Punic war by crossing the Mediterranean and
attacking Carthage while Hannibal was busy fighting the
Roman army. Glück states, "...lack of reproducibility has
plagued this emergent scientific field fromthe very start ...
I...have decided to solve at least one of these problems, ... to
makecold fusionreproducible." Furtherheobserves, "Lackof
reproducibility has to be the most important source of
information revealing to us what actually happens in these
systems." (SeeFusion Facts, vol 3, no 1, July 1991, page 1.)

RUSSIA - COULOMB SCREENING

Gennady V. Fedorovich (Rus. Acad. Sci., Theor. Prob. Dept.,
Moscow), "Screening of theCoulombPotential in aNondegenerate
Hydrogen Isotope Gas," Fusion Technology, vol 25, no 1, Jan.
1994, pp 120-123, 21 refs, 3 figs.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Toexplain themechanismofdeuteriumreactions inpalladium
and titanium (cold fusion), a model of an exotic deuterium
plasma withpossibly short nuclear distances due to thermal
motionwasconsidered. The screeningparameter is increased
by lowering the ion

temperature. This is the usual feature of the screening
phenomenon in plasma. Fully ionized gases of high density
and low temperature are never possible outside the lattice.
Hence, the growth of the screening parameter can be
significant only for the hydrogen isotopes in the metal lattice.

RUSSIA - FUSION AT FERROELECTRIC PHASE
Chemical Abstracts, 15 Nov. 1993

V.B.Kalnin (Inst. Fiz. Khim., Russia), "Feasibility ofColdNuclear
Fusion at the Ferroelectric Phase-transfer Point in Potassium
Dideuterium Phosphate," Neorg. Mater. , vol 29, no 5, 1993, pp
656-658, in Russian.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Onthe basis ofcrystallochemical concepts, a new object for
cold fusion, isproposed namelyKD2PO4 , in whichfor the first
time the reproducibleeffect of generating cold nuclear fusion
products (esp. neutrons) is detected, stimulated by a
ferroelectric phase transition (promoted by thermal cycling
near Tc). In this compound, the contribution of the phase
transition isunquestionablymuchhigher than inclassicalcases
(metaldeuterides),where the randomness in thedistributionof
Datoms in the lattices is manifested to a significantly higher
degree than in KD2PO4.

RUSSIA - ISOTOPIC CHANGES IN C.F.

Yu.N. Bazhutov, B. Kuznetsov, Yu. Chertov ("Erzion" Center,
Moscow, Russia), "Isotopicand Chemical Compositions Changes
in Cold Fusion Experiments in the Erzion Model," presented at
ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Anexplanation is givenof isotopicandchemical composition
changes by the Erzion Model which took place in cold fusion
experiments. (RolisonandO'Grady,Bush,Romodanov,etal.)
It is demonstrated that nuclear transmutation is an important
qualityof theErzion Model.Somemore sensitive methods of
nuclear transmutation process analysis in traditional cold
fusion experiments are suggested. The phenomenon
investigated in the framework of Erzion Model became, not
cold nuclear fusion, but cold nuclear transmutation.

RUSSIA - ERZION-NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATIONS

Yu.N.Bazhutov ("Erzion" Center, Moscow, Russia), "Possible
Exhibition of theErzion - Nuclear Transmutation in Astrophysics,"
presented at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Thereexistgreatkindsofanomalousastrophysicalphenomena
which cannot be explained in the frameworkof traditional
theoretical
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models. Erzion - nuclear transmutation, if it really exists, can
explain some of them such as:
1. Davis effect - considerably lower Solar neutron flux.
2. Greatly exceeding that of the Jupiter radiation.
3. Cygnus-X3 problem - big flux of neutral high energy
particles from local cosmic space sources.
4. Catastrophic reducing of Li, Be, B content in the chemical
elements abundance curve of Solar and Earth matter.

RUSSIA - ERZION MODEL & STABLE ISOTOPES

Yu.N.Bazhutov,V.P.Koretskiy,A.B. Kuznetsov ("Erzion"Center,
Moscow, Russia), "Burning Away of Radioactive Isotopes and
Production ofSomeStable Isotopes in theErzion Model,"presented
at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The possibility of Isotopes transmutation in nuclear reactors
radioactive wastes are analyzed within the framework of the
Erzion Model. The conditions for the majority of long-lived
isotopes Tc-99, I-l29, Cs-137 et al. must become stable or
short-lived (tens of hours) were defined. Generation of gold
from mercury is one of the most attractive projects of the
stableelementsproduction.Furthermore, someprojects of the
great practical significancecan be implemented.For example,
the alloying of semiconductor (silicon - by phosphorus,
germanium - by arsenium).

RUSSIA - NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATION
OPTIMIZATION

Yu.N. Bazhutov, U.P. Koretskiy, M.Y. Minakov*, A.N. Cheltsov,
Yu.P.Chertov ("Erzion"Ctr., Moscow, *Rus. Sci. Ctr., "Kurchatov
Inst.", Moscow), "The Possible Ways of Cold Nuclear
Transmutation Optimization in the Context of the Erzion Model,"
presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The matter enrichment methods by the catalysts for the cold
nuclear transmutation are discussed. The required degree of
enrichmentbasedon thespectroscopy methodssensitivityand
the catalysts concentration expectancy must be more than 104

times. Thisdegreemay be achieved using the high- speedgas
centrifuges. It places a constraint on the enriched matter:
matter must have high vapor pressure, thermal and
thermodynamic resistant and must have not more than one
isotope impurity of another elements. The possibility of the
matterproduction with the helpof high-speedcentrifuges was
examined and the resolutionor the enrichment problemfor
isotopesNi-64.Mo-100,Te-130,Xe-136,W-186,Os-192was
demonstrated.

RUSSIA - C.F. FERROELECTRICS

G.V. Fedorovich (Theor. Prob. Dept.,Rus. Acad.ofSci., Moscow),
"Ferroelectrics for Cold Fusion," presented at ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Numerousexperiments have claimed evidence for theD+D fusion
reaction in deuterium trapped in Pd and Ti. The successful
experiments were made with LiD crystals, a chalk sample
impregnated with D2O, high-temperature superconductors,
KDP-ferroelectrical crystal and deuterium-loaded tungsten bronze
DxWO3. The presence of a fusion neutron signal was consistently
reproduced, although the fusion rates observed so far are small and
out of control. Active searches for more effective catalyst of the
D+D nuclear fusion are hampered by lack of some "key idea,"
whichcan guide the way for this search. The purpose of the report
is thedetermination ofparameters of crystals that are "optimal" for
enhancement of the D+D fusion rate. The basis for
recommendations is the model of a deuteron acceleration in
ferroelectrical crystals.

We suppose that the ferroelectrical crystal consists of a sequenceof
layers of electrical dipoles , which are spaced apart (d3Ps,
wherePs is the spontaneous polarization). A deuteron moves along
the domain axis. It crosses sequential layers of dipoles. The
oscillationsof atoms forming dipoles bring to the variations of the
dipolemoments with respect to theaveragevalue <>. Weassume
that the dominating oscillation p (t) = p cos (wt) exists in the
crystal. It can be connected with the crystal polarization reversal.
In this case the relativevalueof theoscillation amplitudeq = p/<>
can be as much as 0.3 - 0.6

Themechanism of the deuteronacceleration is the combination of
the two radically different mechanisms of acceleration: when the
deuteron energy T is small (T < T0 4ePsd), the stochastic
acceleration takes place, this mechanism is similar to the Fermi
acceleration. In the region T >T0 the deuteron energy increases (if
particles enter into this regionwith the appropriate phase) at the
expense of the resonanceacceleration in the field of thedominating
oscillation. The latter process is described by the equation

whereM is the deuteron mass, F is the frictional force stipulated by
the dielectric lossesof the energy ofthe electric field initiated in a
crystalline media by a moving deuteron:

where = '/" (' and " are real and imaginary parts of a
dielectric constant). For slow-moving particles in low-loss
dielectrics FV, where V is the deuteron velocity, 
e2Va

-3,
2 4e2N/M, is the frictional constant, Va is the velocity of
acoustics waves in the crystal. The integral of the Eq. (1) has the
form:

In this relation it is designated: Max{T}  2Va
6

MMP2
2/2e4N. The second termin sum(2) is the exponentially

damped contribution of the initial condition.

Tomakeaquantitativeestimateof themaximal energy, weconsider
the deuteron acceleration in KDP ferroelectrical crystal as an
example. The spontaneous polarization is Ps=1.5x104 CGSE. The
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scale of the energy is T0 = 6.3x10-12 erg =3.7 eV. We assume Va
=105cm/s, = 1013s-1. According to the Eq. (2), the maximal
energyof accelerated deuteron1eV. This value is of no interest
to "cold fusion," but we may choose the ferroelectrics with more
suitable characteristics. The value ofcan be as small as10-10s-1

(e.g.in PbTiO3). Some ferroelectrics (e.g. LiNbO3) have the
spontaneous polarization Ps 106 CGSE. For these ferroelectrics
the valueof Max{T}is 40 eV (in PbTiO3) or 1.4 keV (in LiNbO3).
The latter values are of real interest to "cold fusion" in crystals.

Some perovskite-type compounds with non-stoichiometric
composition show considerable promise as the possible
"pretenders" to play the role of "optimal" crystal for cold nuclear
fusion. Thestructure of certain tetragonal tungsten bronzes such as
AxWO3, where Ais an element of I group,was described in terms
of "tunnel"-type lattices, which are common to a number of
compounds. The tungsten trioxide WO3 is theextreme case of this
type ferroelectrics.

The tunnel-type lattice makes itself evident in the great electrical
conductivity. Solid ioniccrystals with low electrical resistanceare
known as the"superionic" crystals. The HxWO3 crystals havesuch
properties. Compounds of this type have turned out to be
interesting fromthe viewpoint of cold fusion so that it may beworth
devoting some space to them.

RUSSIA - VORTICAL DISKS
Chemical Abstracts, 13 Dec. 1993

V.G. Kartavenko (Ob'ed. Inst. Yad. Issled., Dubna, Russia),
"Vortical 'disks' ofNuclear Matter," Yad. Fiz., 1993, vol 56,no 8,
pp 38-43, in Russian.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Basic equations for the vortical disks of nuclear matter have
beenderivedintheframeworkofnuclearhydrodynamics. The
disk shape evolution is analogous to the propagation of a
nonlinear dispersion wave in theplane. A qualitative analysis
of the main features of the disk states has been made. The
connection between the disk stability problem and
multifragmentation process is pointed out.

RUSSIA - FERROELECTRIC PHASE TRANSITION
Chemical Abstracts, 27 Dec. 1993

A.G.Lipson,D.M. Sakov,E.I.Saunin,V.BKalinin,M.A.Kolobov,
B.V. Deryagin, A.A. Khodyakov (Inst. Fiz. Khim., Russ. Akad.
Nauk., Russia), "Cold Nuclear Fusion Induced by theFerroelectric
Phase Transition in Potassium Deuterium Phosphate (KD2PO4)
Single Crystals," Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., 1993, vol 103, no 6, pp
2142-2153, in Russian.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

A reproducible radiation of neutrons and tritium being the
products of cold fusion with thermocycling ferroelectric
KD2PO4 (DKPD) singlecrystalsnear theCuriepoint (Tc =222
K) is observed. In

experiment asignificantasymmetryof thecold fusionproduct
yield in the neutron (n) and tritium (T) channels (n/T - 10-7) is
recorded. By means of thermodepolarization it is shown that
theneutronemissionoccurs in the temperature rangebeing the
sameasfor theswitching ofcrystal domain walls. The cold
fusion phenomenon in DKDP crystals is associated with the
nonzero probability of simultaneous deuteron population of
two neighbor D-positrons in the near-surface region of a
crystal duringthe ferroelectric phase transition and with the
possibility of displacing deuterons by significant distances to
3.5Å in high electricity fields.

RUSSIA - DOES HEAT NEED FUSION EXPLANATION?
Chemical Abstracts, 10 Jan. 1994

A.G. Lipson, B.V. Deryagin, B.F. Lyakhov, D.M. Sakov (Inst. Fiz.
Khim., Russ.Akad. Nauk.,Moscow), "Does the Anomalous Heat
Production in the Palladium-Deuterium (Hydrogen) System Need
the 'Cold Fusion' Hypothesis to Understand It?"Dokl. Akad. Nauk,
1993, vol 331, no 1, pp 39-42 (Phys.), in Russian.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

The introduction of the concept of "coldnuclear fusion" to
explain the anomalousthermal effects in the Pd-D(H) is not
necessary, because there exists the possibility of an
interpretation from the position of "aat." fusion, i.e.
disintegration of aquasi-metallic H phase. To confirm the
conclusions concerning the formation of such a H state in Pd,
further studies are needed.

RUSSIA - MECHANISMS OF C.N.F.

Lev.G. Sapogin (Dept. ofPhys., Tech. Univ. [MADI], Moscow),
"II. On the Mechanisms of Cold Nuclear Fusion," presented at
ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

Letus try to observe from these positions the epoch making
experiments of Fleischmann and Pons, the Jones' group and
others.Notgoing intowell knowndetails this maybe summed
upbriefly: the cold nuclear fusion exists but nobody knows
why. The number of various fantastic mechanisms for the
explanation of that phenomenon increases, but only few
believe them. Let us give some estimation of these
experiments.TheminimumclassicaldistanceXclas, atwhich
deuteron nucleus may approach each other, equals
Xclas=l4(A)/E(eV).

Thedeuteron nucleussize isabout4E-12cm, thenuclear force
range is 4E-13 cm (deuteron is very friable). The solutions of
equation (3) for initial conditions Xo=952296.33
(1A);Fo=1.570796327andFo=1.57aregiven. It is shownthat
nuclear reactions with such initial conditions can occur with
the energy more than 1eV. If the phase Fo approximates pi/2
the energy value may decrease hundreds of times. One
shouldn't thinkthat thephaseprecipicephenomenoncauses the
nuclear reaction in the wide range of the precipice. It may be
likely that with theCoulomb's repulsion reduction at thesame
time there takes place thestrong interaction of value decrease
but nobody knows the way it happens.
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Besides, sometimes the particle arrives at turning point Xmin
having grown sufficiently "thin." Will it be able to take part in a
full scale nuclear reaction or will it pass through rapidly as an
electrondoes in S-atomstate? But there exist the narrow ranges of
the phase, where particlecharge increases rapidly andthe particle
accelerates after stopping. The charge may amount to maximum
value in the nuclear force action range.Apparently, narrow phase
range is responsible for the cold nuclear fusion. These data are
necessary when working out the new types of nuclear reactors.

Interaction D-D takes place in three channels (energy in MeV):
D + D == T (1.01) + p (3.03) (1 channel)
D + D == He (0.82) + n (2.45) (2 channel)
D + D == He + gamma (5.5) (3 channel)

Allof themare exothermic, have no threshold (now it is clearwhy)
andare takingplace for very small relative energies. For example
in D molecule the balance distance between atoms 0.74A, the
combination rate is very slow-1E-64s-1. But for distance 0.1A this
value is sufficient for cold fusion explanation according to the
classical theory.

Therate ofreaction ratio for tritium and neutronchannels is close
to unit by the classical theory, but in numerous cold fusion
experiments this ratio equals approximately 1E9 with a high
reproduction.Let us explain the reason for that phenomenon. For
small velocity in phaseprecipice thenuclear forces of attraction act
on nucleons and theelectrostatic forces of repulsion act on protons.
Under the action of this moment of the forces, thedeuteron has time
forturning so that the neutron parts of deuterons turn out looking at
each other. A nuclear force saturation arises at the approach of
neutrons. So the proton connection grows weak and becauseof the
electrostatic repulsion one of them leaves the nuclear system. It is
like the Oppenheimer-Philips effect. It is easyto estimate that for
E>10 keV deuterons have no time for turning, hence 2nd and 3rd
channels of reaction can be realized.

The increase of the neutron channel may be due to secondary
neutrons birth in reaction T + D = He+n (14.1 MeV). In rich
deuteron conditions most part of the emerged tritons transforminto
neutrons by this reaction, that has cross-section 5barn for E+ 70
KeV. According to the estimations the number of such secondary
neutrons to the unit triton equal 7.9x10-12; 1.7x109; 2.7x10-6; 20 and
100 KeV accordingly. So predominance T/n = 106 may be
expected in those reactions, where tritonemerges with the energy
E < 40 keV.

It's worth mentioning that there is apossibility of explaining one of
the nuclear physics anomaly, the existence which they pretend not
to notice. Fornucleon energy 1 MeV, v=109 cm/s,Rnuclear=10-12 cm,
t=R/v=1E-21s the time range of nuclear disintegration is a great
deal anomalic -1E-14s. Apparently for the strong interaction the
phaseprecipice mechanism is working also, i.e. the nucleon is very
slowly crawling into the nuclear system.

Is it possible that the considerated Vendée and Austerlitzof theeq.
(3)will collidewith Waterloo in theBohr-Sommerfeldproblemand
other cases, moreover taking into consideration my reasonable
ignoring the mass? What happened with the mass under the
changingof the wave function phase? Ican't givea precise answer.
It has been assumed implicitly that the mass is either constant or
specific charge which depends on the phase.

An applicationof theeq.(3), which was done for D-D interaction ad
hoc doesn't result in failure of Bohr-Sommerfeld and scattering
models. The states with L>O correspond to the electron trajectory
similar to somebeautiful flowers ofthe buttercup sort. All results
remind one very much of the radial wave function, divided by
spheric harmonics and can be used for good amusement at the
computer for long nights. If one observes the problem about the
electron passing through the proton (S-state), that such orbits early
had beenexcluded in theclassicBohr-Sommerfeldmodel isabsurd.
Apparently in atomic physics thereare somesituations when all the
above said will not work. It doesn't mean the UQT failure, but it
means the eq.3 roughness solely. Anyone can say, "if it is not the
truth, it is a good invention." I would be very much surprised if
God has ignored the beautiful chance of using the phrase. If all that
was said above is true it means that the resolving of the nuclear
fusionproblem is to be dealt with in quite a different way. By the
way, I theoretically predicted the cold nuclear fusion already in
1983 and all that was said above is the development of my old
ideas. But the problem of nuclear fusion is the theme of further
investigations.

RUSSIA - NEUTRONS IN PROTON CONDUCTORS

A.L. Samgin, A.N. Baraboshkin, I.V.Murigin,S.A.Tsvetkov,V.S.
Andreev, and S.V. Vakarin (Inst. High-Temp. Elec., Rus. Acad.
Sci., Ekaterinburg), "The Influence of Conductivity on Neutron
Generation Process in Proton Conducting Solid Electrolytes,"
manuscript of paper presented at ICCF4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

It is mentioned that the nature and the mechanism of
conductivity and theexistenceof multilayeredstructures with
different conductivity types in solids appears to be the
additional critical conditions of abnormally increased rate of
nuclear-electron reactions in solid-state deuterium system.

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

Our experiments have shown the main condition of a neutron
emission is an existence of ion (proton) conductivity in cerate
channels. Appearance of an electron conductivity with
reduction of ceramic resulted by neutron emission cessation.
Obviously, the nature andmechanismof conductivity and the
existence of multilayered heterostructures with different
conductivity type are an additional critical condition of
essential increasing speed and the intensity of electron-nuclei
reactions in solid state/deuterium systems.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

Since their excellent work onbronze crystals (presented at
ICCF-3) this group, with funding from ENECO, has
generalizedand extended knowledge concerning the types of
materials in which nuclear reactions, in simple experiments,
can be expected to occur. This paper, together with other
paperson proton conductors, is strongly recommended for
those who desire to further their understanding of nuclear
reaction systems.
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RUSSIA - A NEW USE OF PHASE

Lev G. Sapogin (Dept. Phys., Tech. Univ. (MADI), Moscow),
"Deuteron Interaction in Unitary Quantum Theory," presented
ICCF4.

AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

A unitary quantum theory (UQT) with a new perspective on
theproblemofarticle interactionwasdeveloped in theauthor's
papers. According to this theory any elementary particle is a
condensed bunch of some unitary field travelling in a packet
of partial waves. Dispersion and a nonlinear nature of the
processspreads the wavepacket periodicallyacross space and
assembles it; the envelope of the process happens to coincide
with the de Broglie wave. The formalism of the theory
amounts to a relativistically invariant systemof32non-linear
integral-differential equations from which follows strictly
mathematically from the theory.

We can solve this problem by coming at it from the other side
though for this purpose we must sacrifice part of the ideology
of the UQT -- to refrain from dividing particles (wave
packets). In general we can do this if the energies are low
when the interactions are elastic though there are exceptions.
I will demonstrate that despite the roughness of this approach
the results are outstanding.

The concepts of the UQT and the solution of some of its
equations (the value of the electrical charge and also the fine-
structureconstant are foundwhichare inverygoodagreement
with the experiment) may lead to the point ofview that the
charge ofa moving particle isoscillating withits de Broglie
wave frequency. Inother words, inall macroexperiments the
effective value of acharge is measuredand theoscillations
aren't noticeable.

Let's consider twochargedparticles (deuterons)movingalong
X axis towards each other. Let's choose the origin of the
reference frame in thecenterofone of theparticles (chargeQ).
Let the second particle approach with a velocity -Vo fromthe
pointwith coordinate XO. If opposite beams collide, we can
cometo the givensystem introducing thenormalized mass. It
is able that if the sign of the charge is the same, these particles
will approach at thedistance of XCLAS,where thevelocity is
equal tozeroand then theywillbegin toaccelerate themselves.
According to Coulomb's law:

If the charge q oscillates with its de Broglie wave frequency
the in Gauss's system will be

Thefactor2 accounts approximately theeffectivevalueof the
charge q. In a natural system of coordinates m=1, h=1, c=1.
The quantity FO- is the initial phase. Then we obtain an
equation of the type
Which, despite its apparent simplicity of the initial premises,
can plunge any mathematician into a deep despair.

Toclarify the physical situation this equation (3) was solved
bya computer with given initial conditions (chosen for the
comfort of quick counting)XO=10 and different values of the
initial phase FO (0..pi) and velocity. It was found that the laws
ofconservationofamomentumisonlyapproximately fulfilled
in case X0V0<pi. In the case of a reflected particle at the
distanceX0, itsvelocity wasn't equal V0,butwasvaryingabout
it at20-30%. As it has been expected, the effect of particle
breakingand accelerating takes placeat themomentwhen the
charge is large. On the otherhand, at the last stage of breaking
(for somevalueof the phaseF0) amagnificent process begins.
The velocity and charge are too small; thus it results in small
valueof the repulsive force. This small chargedoesn't change
for a long timebecause of the phase being constant, since no
forces act on the particle (obviously on what is left of it).

Thisvaluephenomenonoccurswithinsomerangeof thephase
onlyand itmight beconvenientlycalled"the phaseprecipice."
The relative depth of the precipice equals toXCLAS /XMIN =10-

6 to 10-9 and it depends on initial conditions of the particle
charge and energy very faintly. Under small energies (0.01-1
eV)the precipice is exclusively narrow (10-10 to 10-8) and its
value is difficult to compute digitally.

Energy and momentum conservation laws generally are not
observed foran individualparticleas thereemergerelationsof
uncertainty type. Theregularitiesobserved inpassing through
potential barrier are similar to quantum-mechanical
predictions. But in quantum mechanics particle passage
probability is proportional to its squared wave function
modulusand is entirely independent of the phase. It would
only be fair to ask why some particles reflect from the barrier
while some others pass through it. My model answers the
question,because theprobability ofa particle passing through
thebarrier is dependent on the particle phase. If the phase is
such that the charge is small, the particle will fly through the
barrier without "noticing" it.

Now the quantum mechanics may be slightly kicked
notwithstandingits attractiveness. I'venever understood
why God has not used the phase in any way in his
quantum Universe, though hehasn't ever been noticed
making any surpluses before. At least now it is obvious
that the phase might beused like that, but nobody ever
guessed it. [Bold emphasis by Editor.]

UKRAINE - dd-FUSION IN BOILING ELECTROLYTE

V.I.Vysotskii (Radiophys.Dept., ShevchenkoKiev Univ.,Kiev,
Ukraine), R.N. Kuz'min (Phys. Dept., Moscow State Univ.,
Moscow, Russia),"On the Possibility ofNon-barrier dd-Fusion in
Volumeof BoilingD2O During Electrolysis,"presented at ICCF-4.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Previouslywehave shown thatnon-barrierdd-fusion reaction
(with eliminatedCoulombbarrier) can beachievedduring the
forming of
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short-lived (fluctuational) Fermi-condensate of N1=10...20
deuterium atoms in microholes of optimal size R04...7A in
crystals. The strict requirement posed upon the size of microholes
(R0/R00.1) produces difficulties on the fusion observation and
optimization because:

(a) there is not enough microholes of required sizeR0 in the crystal:
(b) the exact value of R0 is hardly calculable;
(c) there is no possibility of controlled creation of required size
microholes and of self-adjustment RR0.

In our opinion the problem of controlled non-barrier fusion can be
solved using electrolysis in volume of boiling D2Oin closedspace
atdefined temperatureT, electric current and external pressure p0.
Let's explain the idea.

The process of boiling is accompanied by multiple formation of
micro-bubbles in D2O where bubbles containing both D2O
molecules have formed due to electrolysis and later neutralized
deuterons. In accordance with Laplace lawthemicro-bubbles with
critical radius of R=2/(p1-p0+gz) are in equilibriumand stable.
Hereis surface tension quotient, p1 =p 0 exp(2/Rn0kBT), where
p1 - pressure inside the bubble,p0 - average liquid pressure,gz-
hydrostatic pressure.

At certain externally controlled pressurep0 it is possible to provide
theconditionRR0. Thus the same condition requirements can be
satisfied in the micro-bubble aswere stated before for the crystal,
provided the required quantity N ofdeuterium atomsgets into the
bubble.

The frequency of bubble birth:
I=1031 exp(-W/kBT)cm-3s-1 is described by Former-Zeldovich-

Kagantheory, where W=4/3R
2is bubble formationthreshold.

Afterthe bubble appeared the deuterium atoms diffuse into it. The
lifetime equilibrium bubble with RR0 can reach t10 -3s.
During this time Nj0 4R2

0t atoms of deuterium get into the
bubble.

With current density j00.5 A/cm2 we have N50...100, which
according to [previous research] is enough for the forming of short-
lived Fermi-condensate of N110...20 atoms with probability f
[citing previous papers] for the realization of fusion.

In case of small difference between Rand R0 a self-adjustment
RR0 takes place due to unavoidable (aftert) changes (either
increasing or decreasing) of bubble radius.

The general expression for concentration ofoptimal micro-bubbles
with fluctuationalFermi-condensateofD formed in themisnIft.

The quantities I ~ exp(- ),~1n( ) and f~T- exp(-

), that definen, havedifferent temperaturedependencies. The

maximum of fusion velocity in the volume unit of boiling D2O

=Cn(N1-1)/(4R0
3/3),whereC=210-10cm3s-1 isa constant of dd-

fus ion, is ach ieved a t op t imal t empe ra ture

, which at R0 4...7A

equals Topt500...700 °K. It corresponds to overheated liquid
underhigh pressurep0. No experiments at such temperature were
performed yet.

According to estimates, optimization of T and p0 could raise the
velocity of dd-fusion in the volume of electrolyte D2O up to
103...106 cm-3s-1, which in case of big quantities of D2O can
become an alternative to hot fusion.

[Copy of paper was difficult to read. We may have made some
errors in deciphering. Ed.]

UKRAINE - FUSION BY NOBLE GASBOMBARDMENT

VictorF.Zelensky, Victor F. Rybalko, Galina D. Tolstoulutskaya,
Sergej V. Pistryak, Igor E. Kopanets and Alexander N. Morozov
(KarkovInst. ofPhys. andTech., Ukraine), "Initiation of Nuclear
Fusion Reactions in Metal-Deuterium and Metal-Deuterium +
Tritium Systemsby Bombardment with Noble Gas Ions,"Fusion
Technology, vol 25, no 1, Jan. 1994, pp 95-102, 16 refs, 11 figs.

AUTHORS' ABSTRACT

Anexperimental studyconfirms the possibility of initiating
nuclear fusion reactions in metal-deuterium targets by
bombarding them with ions that are not the reagentsof the
fusion reaction, in particular, with noble gas ions. The yields
of(d,d) and (d,t) reactions weredetermined as functionsof
energy (0.4 to 3.2 MeV) and mass of incident ions (He+,Ne+,
Ar+, Kr+, and Xe+). It is shown that at ion energies of
approximately 0.1 to 1 MeV, the yields of these reactions are
rather high (10-10to 10-7 event/ion), and they can be increased
by raising the incident ionenergy,byan appropriate choiceof
the target. Practical applications of the effect are discussed.

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS

Thesestudies have demonstrated that the bombardment of
targetscontainingheavyhydrogen isotopesby ions thatdo not
participate directly in nuclear reactions stimulates nuclear
fusion reactions to occur in the targets. At ion energies of
approximately0.1 to1 MeV, the reaction yields are relatively
high (10-10 to 10-7 events per ion) and may be increased by
raising the incident ionenergy,by an appropriatechoiceof the
target, etc. In view of this, the effect can be used for some
practical applications.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

This well documented report on an extensive amount of
experimental work isadditionalevidenceofextensivenuclear
reactions that can be produced and controlled in metal lattice
systems loadedwithhydrogen isotopes. Theauthorshavealso
suggested several practical applications for this typeof system
as follows:
1. Methods for determining the concentration of heavy
hydrogen isotopes;
2. Point sources for controlled neutron flux;
3. With appropriate software, the study of cross sections of
nuclear reactions; and
4. The possible use in developing thermal power sources.
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E. SHORT ARTICLES BY OUR READERS

NOTES FROM THE U.S. PATENT OFFICE
By Stephen Roen, Patent Attorney

As of this date, no U.S. Patent has been issued on any cold
fusion application.

The U.S. Patent Office is refusing to issue any of the one
hundred plus pending cold fusion patent applications. In a
recentU.S.Patent OfficeBoardof Appeals decision (Ex Parte
Dash), the Board of Appeals upheld the Patent examiner's
rejection of a cold fusion patent application for lack of
enablement; that is on inoperativeness.

The Appeals Board based its decision onevidence that the
experiments ofother "careful researchers" in the fieldwere
unable to demonstrate neither excess heat nor traditional
nuclearby-productsof fusionreactions. TheBoardalsobased
its decisiononevidence that demonstrated the relative ease
with which erroneous results could be achieved by failing to
observe "strict experimental design controls." Asa result, the
Board held that the burden ofproof shifted to the inventor,
which required that he produce evidence to overcome the
Examiner'sposition. This would thenrequire that the inventor
submit "sufficient substantiating evidence of operability."

Theonly evidence provided by the inventor tosupporta claim
of a fusion reaction was an increased scintillation count rate.
Thecourt further noted that there was no other effortby the
inventor to confirm the existence of a nuclear reaction. In
essence, theBoardheld that the inventor's experimentaldesign
to evidence a fusion reaction was inadequate. It also
mentioned that therewereproblemsanddifficultiesassociated
with such experiments and indicated that a Bosch et al. article
(Journal of Fusion Energy, vol 9, no 2, 6/90) set forth the
problems in some detail.

Concerning the inventor's claimof25%excess heat, theBoard
took note of the lack of any description of the laboratory
meansandmethodsused tomeasure thisparameter,both in the
patent application and in any evidence submitted by the
inventor after this question was raised by the examiner. This
comment, ofcourse, applies equallyas well to the claimof the
fusion reaction.

TheBoardalso sustained the rejection of the inventor's claims
on the basis of various prior art publications, pointingout that
if the inventor proved that his invention was operative, he
wouldalsobe indirectlyproving that theexperimentsdisclosed
in the prior art were also operative.

Several of the comments of the Board of Appeals concerning
these issues are worth quoting in full as follows:

It is not seen wherein the specification discloses any
particular structure, etc., which is unique to fusion system
operative whereas the systems disclosed in the above
reference "numerous teaching by skilled artisans," were
not operative.

There is no adequate description of the parameters of an
operative embodiment of the invention, including exact
composition of the electrolyte, composition, size and
dimensions ofthe electrodes, thecurrent strength,voltage,
etc.

F. MEETINGS AND MISCELLANEOUS
MINSK COLD FUSION CONFERENCE - MAY 1994
AMENDED CALL FOR PAPERS

A bilingual, international conference on cold nuclear fusion
andaffiliated energy systems will be held in Minsk,Republic
of Belarusduring the lastweekofMay,1994. Papersaccepted
will be published in English and Russian editions of
proceedings that willbe providedto attendees at the start of
the conference. Presentations of the papers can then
concentrate on the latest developments and the answering of
questions. The proceedings are expected to provide a tutorial
overviewof thenewscienceof coldnuclear fusionfor amulti-
disciplinary audienceandprovide the latest experimental and
theoretical findings.

Russian language papers should be sent to:
Dr. Filimonov V.A.
14 Leningrad St., Research Inst. of
Physical and Chemical Problems
Minsk - 80, 220080
Belarus.

Abstracts due by March 15. Papers in English may be
submitted to Hal Fox, P.O. Box58639, Salt Lake City, UT
84158. Notification of acceptance will be sent by Mar. 31,
1994. Papers must be received by APRIL 15, 1994.

$250 Conference attendance includes room and meals.
Authors of accepted papers must include the check for the
conferencewhensubmitting thepaper. Pagecosts for pages in
excess of 6 (including figures) will be $100 per page. A total
of about 70 papers will be selected and published in the
proceedings. Translation costs, if handled by the organizing
committeestaff, willbe $20per page. Authors are urged to
submittheir papersin both Englishand Russian. Words on
figures may be in English.
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Institute for New Energy's
INTERNATIONAL

SYMPOSIUM ON NEW ENERGY
A symposium for Professionals, Industry,

Lay people and News Media

The Institute for New Energywill sponsor an International
SymposiumonNew Energy to be held in the Denver Hilton
South in Denver, Colorado on Thursday, May 12, 1994
through Sunday, May 15, 1994. Fees: Registration before
April1,$150; Registration between April 1 and May1,$175;
Registration after May 1, $200; Workshops $20 each, and
Banquet$25. Checks shouldbemadepayable to the Institute
for New Energy and sent c/o New Energy News, to P.O.
Box 58639, Salt Lake City, UT 84158.

Expected Speakers: Robert Adams - Adams
Motor/Generator;Harold Aspden - Ferromagnetics; Bruce
Cathie - Harmonics; Bruce dePalma - "N" machine; Shiuji
Inomata - "N" machine; StefanMarinov- PerpetuumMobile;
Harold Puthoff - Zero Point Energy; Prof. John Searl - Anti-
Gravity*; Paramahamsa Tewari - Space Power Generator;
Dennis Weaver - Ecology/ Economics. * Invited

Someof thespeakerswillpresentconcurrentworkshopsonthe
evenings of May 12, 13 & 14, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. The
Banquet will be held Sunday at noon.

Subjects to be presented at the conference will include all
types of New Energy topics such as thosecovered in each
issue of New Energy News. Specifically, papers are solicited
coveringboth theoryandpracticeofenergyproducingdevices
andsystemssuch ascoldnuclear fusion, rotatingN-Machines,
Solid-State energy systems, Magnetic over-unity machines,
TappingSpace Energy (Zero-Point Energy), gravity control
techniques, energetic transmutations (nuclear reactions), and
other new energy research.
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